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Thinking green

TOMORROW
Planning for blue

Can today's environmental thinking inspire tomorrow's

teciinoiogy? Toyota believes so. Since its launch, the Prius

has earned the love of millions of forward-thinking drivers.

We estimate our hybrid technology has saved a billion

gallons of gas and lowered CO^ emissions by billions of

pounds* It's atso paving the way for the next generation of

environmeqtal vehicles. Like cars charged at home. Or cars

that will riijOiSolely on electricity, or consume hydrogen and
emit oniy-^ter. Because when it comes to thinking green,

the sky's mS^imit.

sttmated savings cofnpare:

1 latest EPA Trends Fieiiorl

each U.S. hybrid vehicle's EPA combined mpg rating with its segment average based
driven 15,000 miles annually). Actual mileage will vary. ©2009
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Incredibly strong and ideal for

indoor and outdoor applications.

Bonds wood, stone, metal, ceramic,

foam, glass and much more!

:
FOR THE TOOSHCm tOPS SW PIAUET EARTH*-

-* See preceding two pages

THE NATURAL EXPLANATION BY ERIN ESPELIE

Skin, even eyelid-thin skin, bulwarks

most creatures against the ele-

ments. Frogs' skin, however, bucks

the trend and eases the portage of

^vater, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and

more. In fact, one species discovered

in 2007, the Bornean flat-headed

frog, has the distinction of lacking

lungs, and relies entirely on its per-

meable skin to breathe. Some of the

thinnest skin of all spans the trans-

lucent underbelly of the reticulated

glass frog {Hyalinobatradiium valerioi),

pictured here in Costa Rica.

Direct connection to the blood-

stream means that frog skin can be

a useful marquee for internal com-
pounds. For instance, many frogs

appropriate toxins from the insects

they consume, particularly ants, to

secrete a poisonous coat for them-

selves. And the Australian green

tree frog exudes its own version of

mosquito repellent. Being vitreous,

rather than venomous, is the reticu-

lated glass frog's paradoxical defense.

There are 150 or so known species in

its family, the Centrolenidae. (That

group, however, does not include the

"see-through" frogs selectively bred

in a Japanese laboratory to have skin

clear enough that the humane and

the squeamish can study their inter-

nal organs without dissection.) Why
transparency evolved naturally re-

mains somewhat mysterious, though

camouflage is one good possibility.

t took perseverance for Michael and

Patricia Fogden to find these two

0.8-inch-long reticulated glass frogs

within La Selva Biological Station, a

3,900-acre research reserve. The pho-

tographers waded along the stream

banks for weeks, looking under large

leaves for egg clutches. One early

morning they scored a twofer. The
frog on the left [see preceding pages]

is a female taking a brief breather

alongside her newly laid clutch, and

the one on the right is a male intently

guarding a three- or four-day-old

clutch deposited by his partner. Dots

on both adults' backs are thought to

mimic eggs, to confuse predators.

Beyond being a decoy, the male

reticulated glass frog fends off preda-

tors and parasites for his two weeks

of constant guard duty. Most impor-

tant, he presses his stomach over the

eggs for water transfer and urinates

on them nightly for extra moisture.

When a father is removed from the

eggs, as shown in a study published

earlier this year in the Journal ofHer-

petology, the defenseless embryos are

far more likely to dry out or be eaten

by arthropods.

Nine out of every ten amphib-

ian species are frogs (a term which

properly includes toads). And one

in every three amphibians is threat-

ened with extinction today, whether

by habitat loss, changing tempera-

tures, or the chytrid skin fungus,

which may take advantage of stress-

impaired immune systems. Frogs

can't afford to have thicker skin,

though the times seem to call for it.

Since 1978 Michael and Patricia Fogden have spent most of their

time in the ramforests of Central America, working as freelance

writer-photographers of natural history subjects. The couple

enjoys collaborating in the field with scientists—having once

been working zoologists themselves—and they are fascinated by

the relationships that have evolved between plants and animals.

See www.fogdenphotos.com for more information.
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UAHQ NANO

WORD EXCHANGE

IN 1959, THE PHYSICIST Richard Feynman
(known for safecracking at Los Alamos,

bongo playing, and his insights into quan-

tum electrodynamics) gave a talk at Caltech

entitled, "There's Plenty of Room at the Bot-

tom." That prophetic lecture is often cited

as the beginning of nanoscience, the study

of matter at the scale of one billionth of a
meter. At Nanowerk (http://www.nanowerk.

com), I found a video "Kavli Foundation:

An Introduction to Nanoscience," in which

narrator Alan Alda explains how Feynman's

seminal thoughts were sparked by his inter-

est in cellular biology (click on "nanoTube"

in the main menu, then select "General," and
scroll down). Feynman figured nature had

been in the nanotechnology business for

billions of years, and eventually we would

be too. For my guide to Web sites exploring

how nature is inspiring our nanotechnol-

ogy future, please visit the magazine online

(www.naturalhistorymag.com).

ROBERT ANDERSON is a freelance science writer who
lives in Los Angeles.

Microbe Man
Congratulations and thanks for "A
Head in the Clouds" [7-8/09]. Rob-
ert R. Dunn not only gave a moving
tribute to one of the most under-

appreciated revolutionary thinkers

in science, William D. Hamilton,

but also provided a clear description

of the master's last, potentially bril-

liant and far-reaching—yet typically

edgy—hypothesis: that microbes

have been selected to produce

clouds! While Hamilton's molecules

cycle in the biosphere, his ideas con-

tinue to cycle in the memosphere. •

Craig Bowe

Needham Heights, Massachusetts

Natural History welcomes correspon-

dencefrom readers. Letters should be sent via

e-mail to nhmag@naturalhistorymag.com or

byfax to 646-356-6511. All letters should

include a daytime telephone number, and all

letters may be editedfor length and clarity.

y And also: Buy three
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SOUTH AFRICA, ZIMBABWE AND BOTSWANA
AUGUST 30 - SEPTEMBER 9, 2010

fei.i?Unsurpassed
in scope, diversity, wildlife viewing

and culture, this flying safari

encompasses some of Africa's finest

reserves and World Heritage sites.

Naturalist guides will accompany

you up close to see a variety of game

such as elephants, lions, buffaloes,

zebras, exotic birdlife, bushbucks

and monkeys. Your Natural History

Tours expedition leader throughout your safari is Russell Gammon, an authority on

explorer David Livingstone, with whom you'll enjoy an insightful visit to the majestic

Victoria Falls. Stay in luxury tented camps and lodges throughout your adventure.

Price: $9,995 per person, double occupancy

mm-

A third generation

Southern African,

Russell Gammon
has led expeditions

throughout Africa

for over 20 years.

Passionate about

natural science

and the outdoors.

Gammon also

shares his historical

perspective as an

authority on the

Victorian explorer

David Livingstone.

rmu^jsaiiamt

For more information call 1-877-628-4478 (l-877-NAT-H!s

,or visit us online at www.bushtracks.com/naturalh isr
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SAMPLINGS

Death Whiff
Bees, ants, and other social

insects recognize and cart

away their dead. That

way, disease does not

spread to the whole

colony. Other insects,

such as cockroaches,

simply give their

dead a wide berth,

probably for a similar

reason. Compounds
emitted by the corps-

es—mostly oleic acid

and linoleic acid—

a

the dead giveaways.

research shows that

thise compounds' role

as pheromones of death,

or "necromones," may
be ancient: wood lice,/

(a.k.a. pill bugs or sow

bugs), small terrestrial isopod

crustaceans whose ancestors

diverged from the insect

ineage 420 million

years ago, also re-

spond to them.

A team
composed of

student Matthew Yao, his ad-

visers C. David Rollo and Jack

M. Rosenfeld, and three oth-

ers at McMaster University

in Hamilton, Ontario, offered

the little crustaceans shelters

tainted with the crushed bod-

ies of other wood lice, or with

solutions of oleic or linoleic

acid. The woodlice steadfastly

shunned those shelters. That's

evidence of either

an amazing con-

vergence between

isopods and insects

or, more likely, a

common response

that goes back to the

evolutionary ancestor

of both groups.

In an interesting aside,

the team also showed that tent

caterpillars, those pesky defo-

liators of trees, steer clear of

leafy branches swabbed with

oleic or linoleic acid—perhaps

providing a clue to a new con-

trol method. {Evolutionary

Biology) —Stephan Reebs

New Guineans pose

while planting yams
in a garden (early

twentietti century).

Hunter-Gardeners?
Australian Aborigines were quintessential

,

hunter-gatherers before their eighteenth-
;

century encounter with Europeans—or so
;

it has been thought. Now three scientists
j

argue that Aborigines may once have had <

green thumbs, a long time ago.

The ancient horticultural practices

of New Guinea spread to the south over

a land bridge that once connected the

island to northern Australia, claim archae-

ologist Tim Denham of Monash University

in Clayton, Australia, and two colleagues, resurrecting a twenty-

year-old hypothesis. New Guinea is one of the birthplaces of

agriculture, where some kinds of taro, bananas, and yams were

domesticated starting 10,000 years ago.

Denham and colleagues offer the greater yam, Dioscorea

alata, as support. The vine, prized for its starchy tubers, has no

wild type: all known populations worldwide are cultivars origi-

nally planted by hungry humans. The greater yam now grows wild

in northern Australia, both along the coast and inland, and there's

nothing in herbaria or history books to suggest It was introduced

after European colonization.

The yams—as well as suspicious, albeit wild-type, popula-

tions of bananas and taro in the same region—may be the

descendants of plants once cultivated by Aborigines, who would

have learned the techniques from their neighbors to the north. It

appears, however, that after sea levels rose around 8,000 years

ago and the Torres Strait isolated New Guinea, native Australians

lost their gardening habits. (Antiquity) —S.R

Who, Moa?
The lancewood, Pseudopanax crassifolius, is a New Zea-

land tree that goes through an unusual changing act as it

grows. Seedlings' leaves are mottled; saplings' leaves have

conspicuous pale green thorns; and adults' leaves are an

unremarkable thorniess green. Could the leaves' transforma-

tion be a vestigial defense against munching by now-extinct

moas, as various researchers have proposed? Those giant,

wingless birds were New Zealand's main herbivores until

people extirpated them 700 years ago.

The mottling would have camouflaged vulnerable

seedlings against a background of leaf litter, and

the thorns would have discouraged swallowing, if

their color hadn't already warned the birds away.

Once the trees made it to ten feet tall—the maxi-

mum reach of an adult moa—they no longer needed '

extraordinary protection.

To test that idea, graduate student Nik Fadzly and

his advisor Kevin C. Burns, of Victoria University of « *

Wellington, New Zealand, along with two collabora-

tors, measured the colors of the leaves and com-
pared them with the v^igual capacity of ostriches, '

the moas' closest livin^yrelatives. They found that

seedling leaves would indeed be concealed to an

ostrich's (and presumably, a rhoa's) eye, whereas

thorny sapling leaves would be conspicuous. Criti-

10, MATURAL HISTORY October 2009

cally, the leaves of P. chathamicus, a cousin of the lancewood

that evolved 500 miles away on the moa-free Chatham Islands,

showed neither camouflage nor contrast coloration.

Many animals deploy color to hide from or deter their

predators. The lancewood is the first documented case of a

plant doing both. {New Phytologist) —S.R.

Lancewood tree grows from a speckled seedling, below left, into

a thorny sapling, below right.

;<.}\
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Flipper Forms Follow Function
The flippers of cetaceans—dolphins,

porpoises, and whales—come in different

forms to fit the swimming needs of each

species. But how, exactly, do the limbs

perform in the water?

To find out, Paul W. Weber, his gradu-

ate advisor Laurens E. Howie of Duke

University in Durham, North Carolina, and

two colleagues conducted the first-ever

comparative hydrodynamic analysis of ce-

tacean flippers. The team made CT scans

of the flippers of seven of the smaller spe-

cies, taken from dead, stranded animals

or museum collections, then made three-

dimensional scale models based on the

scans. They tested the models in a water

tunnel to compare their hydrodynamic

characteristics.

The flippers all exhibited lift (upward

force) and drag (rearward force) com-
parable to engineered hydrofoils, the

team found. That's somewhat expected,

says Howie: surfboard rudders and other

marine designs look a lot like flippers. More
surprising vyas that flippers with sharply

backward-swept edges, such as those of

the Atlantic white-sided dolphin, exhibited

the same unusually advanced lift proper-

ties as triangular-winged aircraft, such as

the Concorde and some military planes.

The researchers Computer represen-

also noted that tation shows fluid

slow swimmers, flow around a model

such as the flipper of an Atlantic

Amazon River white-sided dolphin.

dolphin, have rela-

tively broad triangular flippers that aid

maneuvering in complex river-floodplain

systems. Open-ocean swimmers such as

the bottlenose dolphin have comparatively

small flippers for their body size, which,

the water-tunnel tests confirm, improve

stability while plowing through waves

and currents at high speeds. {Journal of

Experimental Biology) —Harvey Leifert

Largest and smallest species

of eyelid geckos appear here in

^ proportion, though somewhat
smaller than life size.

Size Matters
When it comes to metabolism,

size matters— cell size, that is, ac-

cording to a recent study. Small

animals have faster metabolisms

relative to their body size than do

large animals. According to the

so-called metabolic theorv" of ecol-

ogy, that scaling is responsible for

many patterns in nature—from

the average lifespan of a single

species to the population dynam-
ics of an entire ecosystem. Al-

though scientists generally agree

on the theory's fundamentals,

they disagree on the reasons for

the scaling. One camp thinks met-

abolic rate is dri\"en by cell size;

another thinks it corresponds to

the size and geometry of physi-

ological supply net^vorks, such as

the circulatory system.

The "'cell-size" camp points

out that small cells are more en-

ergetically demanding because

they have a larger ratio of surface

area to volume than big cells

do, enabling them to e.xchange

disproportionately more gas and

-7>r
nutrients. But, ^\-ith the exception

of one study on ants, e\idence for

small animals actually possessing

small cells and correspondingly

high metabolisms has been sur-

prisingly lacking—until no^v.

With four colleagues, Zuzana

Starostova, at the time a graduate

student at Charles Uni^"ersit^" in

Prague, measured the size of red

blood cells (a pro.xy for average cell

size) and resting metabolic rate in

fourteen species of eyelid geckos.

The lizards are morphologically

similar. but vari* greatly in size: the

largest, at a quarter pound, weighs

thirt>--three times as much as the

smallest.

Sure enough, the team found

that the larger geckos had bigger

red blood cells and a lower meta-

bolic rate relative to body size than

small geckos did. Their work sup-

ports the idea that cell size helps

determine metabolic rate—which,

in turn, underlies much of life's

patterning. (American Xaturalist)

—Lindsey Konkel

Freshening Up the Nest
Some birds add bits of aromatic plants, such as

lavender, mint, or yarrow, to their nests. The garlands

serve not as air fresheners or decor, but rather, it is

thought, as pesticides against such parasites as fleas

and blowfly larvae, which commonly vex chicks. 'Yet

various experiments have failed to confirm that quite

reasonable idea. Now Adele Mennerat. her former

graduate adviser Marcel M. Lambrechts of the National

Center for Scientific Research in Montpellier, France.

and several colleagues say scientists may have been off

track—bacteria could be the targeted affliction.

Every year in the Fango Valley of Corsica, a popula-

tion of blue tits nest in boxes set up just for them.

Each day during the 2005 nesting season, Mennerat

removed the birds' freshly added greenery from forty

boxes, and replaced it with either a standard mix of

aromatic herbs or inert moss. When chicks were two

weeks old, she pressed agar slides onto their flanks

to sample the bacteria growing there. Fewer bacterial

species were living on chicks from boxes with herbs

than on chicks from boxes without.

In a separate study, the group found that aromat-

ics improve chick growth and health, even though

they don't affect the number of blowfly larvae

infesting the nests. Heavy bacterial loads could lead

to disease—hence the bactericidal herb bouquets.

The heady scents and pretty swag are just bonuses.

{Oecologia) —S.R.
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Two cleaner shrimp attend to a peacock grouper

Fish or Shrimp?
When a coral-reef fish has an itch, it

seel<s out a si^in cleaning to remove
the parasites responsible. One servic-

ing option would be small fish called

cleaner wrasses, but the itchy fish

could just as well visit a competing

team of shrimp. New research sug-

gests that, as in any long-established

free market, there isn't much to distin-

guish those two alternatives.

Yet there are reasons to think the

shrimp would provide better service.

The wrasse, you see, is a cheater: some-

^ times it bites succulent bits of mucus

I off its client instead of picking parasites

; {you can tell because the client jolts

i and chases the cleaner away). And the

- wrasse is smart. It rarely sneaks mucus

from dangerous predatory species, pre-

ferring to exploit the harmless. Shrimp,

being lowly and fragile invertebrates,

may neither dare to risk attacks by upset

clients nor have the wits to recognize

dangerous ones, predicted Lucille

Chapuis of the University of Lausanne

and Redouan Bshary of the University of

Neuchatel, both in Switzerland.

Their observations proved them

wrong. Scuba diving in the Red Sea,

the two biologists saw client fishes jolt

equally often under the attentions of

shrimp and wrasses. And the shrimp

appeared sensibly circumspect

around predators, which jolted less

often than did non-predatory clients.

Surprisingly, shrimp were four times

less likely than wrasses to be aban-

doned or attacked by jolting clients,

so they must possess some secret of

the trade. {Animal Behaviour) —S.R.

(DlHE WARMING EARTH

Fortune and Fertility

For decades, demographers

ha\'e reported that the

more developed a coun-

try is in terms of wealth,

health, and li\dng stan-

dards, the lower its citizens"

fertility' rate—so much so

that most rich European

and North American na-

tions cannot sustain their

populations without immi-

gration. (The United States

is a notable exception.)

Eco-actixists tend to wel-

come such news, foreseeing

an end to overpopulation.

But many economists and

sociologists worry, because

low fertilitv" rates entail

population aging, which

often brings on socio-

economic problems. Both

camps ^^'ill be interested

in a recent study by Mikko
Myrsbi'la and Hans-Peter

Kohler of the University' of

Penns3"lvania, and Fran-

cesco C. Billari of Bocconi

Universit},' in Milan. Italy.

Crunching the latest

(2005) numbers for 140

countries, the study still

finds a negative correlation

between national fertility

rates and the United Na-

tions' development index,

but only up to a point. At

the highest development

levels—attained only in

recent years—countries'

fertility rates rise again.

Some are approaching

the replacement value of

2.1 children per woman,
whereas others still have a

long way to go.

The team can't yet pin-

point the reasons for the

upturn. Perhaps general

affluence, or government

programs, help Avomen

reconcile childrearing with

professional pursuits.

Economists will be

relieved, but the environ-

mental implications are

less clear. Development

in the poorest nations,

which are driving global

population growth, will

undoubtedly lower fertil-

ity rates there. Yet it's in-

dividuals living in highly

developed countries who
consume and emit the

most. [Nature) —S.R.

Trees Down, Carbon Up
Deforestation of Brazil's Amazon Basin for crop-

land, grazing, and lumber has held relatively

steady at its late-twentieth-century peak of around

7,000 square miles per year. Yet even if that rate

remains constant, the resulting annual emission

of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere will actually

increase, say researchers at the Carnegie Institu-

tion for Science in Stanford, California.

Carbon release from deforestation is a func-

tion of the area cleared, the felled vegetation's

biomass, and the fate of its carbon. To calculate

the area and biomass, Scott R. Loarie and two

colleagues studied satellite images that were col-

lected between 2001 and 2007 and validated by

on-site inspections. Then they estimated emis-

sion rates based on how much of the cleared veg-

etation is typically removed, burned, left to rot,

used as lumber, or converted to charcoal.

The team found that the southeastern rim

of the basin, cleared mainly in the 1980s and

1990s, was relatively low in biomass. During

the 2001-2007 study period, deforestation

moved northwest into denser forest with taller

trees—and it's heading for acreage with higher

biomass still. Consequently, carbon dioxide

emissions rose steadily False-color satellite

during the study period, images—taken
and could rise yet an- /n 1992, above
other 25 percent above the right, and 2006,

study-period average— right—shovi/ how
with increased risk for the deforestation

climate. {Geophysical changed one swath

Research Letters) —H.L. of central Brazil.

>fe>^
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EDICAL EXAMINER BY DRUIN BURCH

The Virus Within
If HIV had spread 500 years ago, we might never have known it was an infectious agent.

In the early
1980s, doctors

believed stom-

ach ulcers were

caused by stress,

diet, alcohol, and

bad genes. Unable to persuade his

colleagues that ulcers were actually

infectious, the Australian physician

Barry J. Marshall drank a cloudy

brown liquid containing Heliobacter

pylori. He promptly developed gas-

tritis, proving bacteria could erode

human stomachs. In 1911 a Rock-
efeller Institute pathologist, Peyton

F. Rous, injected chickens to show

a virus could cause cancer. Further

back, the great nineteenth-century

microbiologists such as Pasteur

and Koch showed that many major

human diseases were contagious in

origin. Germ theory itselt came on

the back of thousands of years of

people believing in the "spontane-

ous generation" of illnesses that

were later proven to be infectious.

If we've mistaken infectious

diseases for noninfectious ones

throughout human history, it seems

likely there might be similar mud-
dles we haven't yet got straight.

Many people think atherosclerosis

could somehow be infectious. Oth-

ers suspect that obesity, schizo-

phrenia, and Alzheimer's are. Two
particular proponents of infectious

hypotheses argue that all conditions

which significantly sap evolutionary

fitness should be suspected of being

infectious. Genetic causes, they

argue, should have been selected

out. The most extreme example they

suggest is homosexuality. (It is worth

noting that homosexuality combined

with /;; vitro fertilization ceases to

present a reproductive impasse. In

schemes of thinking where diseases

are defined by drops in evolutionary

fitness, definitions of cure become as

contorted as those of illness.)

If you think some of those ex-

amples sound ludicrous, I agree

with you. Unfortunately for us,

nature doesn't always work the

way we guess. The idea that stom-

ach ulcers or cancers could be in-

fectious seemed equally bizarre not

so long ago.

Sometimes, though, the bor-

derline between what is and is not

infectious can move in a different

direction. Let's take HIV as an ex-

ample. Today, despite knowledge

ofhow the virus spreads and public

education on how to avoid it, the

disease is still ravaging sub-Saharan

Africa. Imagine what would have

happened if HIV had struck 500

years ago, with no coordinated cam-

paigns of public education, no con-

doms, little understanding ofhow to

stanch the spread. Hard to imagine

how our species would have sur-

vived. Yet humans must have faced

similar challenges over the millen-

nia. And there are genetic clues to

those ancient events in the form of

viral footprints in our genome.

To GAIN ENTRY INTO DUR
cells, HIV binds to receptor mol-

ecules on their surfaces. One of

them, called CCR5, shows a curi-

ous pattern in our genome. Some
human populations possess an un-

expectedly high number of copies

of a mutated version. That version,

CCR5 delta 32, is missing thirty-

two base pairs—a deletion that

makes those immune cells express-

ing it less effective. Odd, right?

Why should 15 percent of northern
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Europeans carry a genetic abnor-

mality that appears to do nothing

other than subdue their immune
systems? (Not that those individu-

als seem to pay a huge price; so far,

the only infectious illness identified

as more likely to afflict people with

CCR5 delta 32 is the rare West

Nile virus.)

Yet a person with a single copy ot

CCR5 delta 32 receives some pro-

tection against the effects

of HIV; the body suc-

cumbs to the virus and de-

velops AIDS more slowly.

Having two copies (being

homozygous), makes the

news even better; coming

down with AIDS seems

to be almost an impos-

sibility. Making use ot that

effect, a group of antiret-

roviral drugs known as

"entry inhibitors" have

been designed to copy the

mutation's effects, with

some success. In a remark-

able case of "natural"

gene therapy, CCR5 delta

32 even seems to have

cured someone ofAIDS
in 2008. An American

AIDS patient living in

Germany was suffering

from leukemia, for which he needed

a bone marrow transplant. His doc-

tors deliberately chose a donor who
was homozygous for CCR5 delta

32. The transplant not only worked

against the patient's leukemia but

also against his AIDS; he no longer

tests positive for HIV.

If HIV HAD COME ALONG
half a millennium ago, it might have

spread to everyone. You can imag-

ine the population crashing—and

then, with the spread of a mutation

like CCR5 delta 32, recovering.

Yet there is an even more intriguing

way of imagining how life might

have played out. CCR5 delta 32

protects you from infection with

HIV. Other mutations seem to leave

a tiny minority of people HIV posi-

tive but free from any progression to

developing AIDS. The virus simply

sits in the cells of these "non-pro-

gressors": detectable but causing no

apparent harm. Why anyone should

have such a genetic resistance isn't

clear—despite being the focus of

intense investigation—but the evo-

lutionary advantage is plain.

Now imagine if HIV, after driv-

ing natural selection into making

Illustration of

or "envelope"

a retrovirus shows a cutaway of the exterior,

' (red), to reveal RNA at its core.

the non-progressor genotype uni-

versal, found a way of becoming

part of the DNA of all our cells

—

not only the somatic ones {soma

meaning body) but those of our

germ line also, our eggs and sperm.

For the most part, people would

now be free of AIDS. Since new ge-

netic mutations are always cropping

up, however, every so often a child

would be born who would progress.

The HIV that was lingering in his

or her genome would burst into

full-blown AIDS. But now it would

no longer seem that AIDS was the

result of a contagion. It would seem

to be a purely genetic hiccup, the

result of a congenital predisposition.

All of a sudden there would be a

curious categorical shit't. Tiie virus's

effects would be the same as ever.

but our perception of them would

become very different. Have you

developed the signs and symptoms
of advanced AIDS? Ah, that's not

an infection, not anymore, that's

just you. Tragic, but no different

from any of the other genetic dis-

eases that occasionally end our lives

early. AIDS would have shifted

from being an infectious to a non-

infectious disease.

For this mental e.xperi-

ment to seem realistic, of

course, we have to be-

lieve it possible for a virus

to hop into germ-line

DNA. HIV and other ret-

roviruses use their reverse

transcriptase enzyme to

zip themselves into our

somatic genomes. The
techniques required for

getting into our sperm

and eggs are not vastly

different. And in the last

few years we've even

been seeing it happen—in

koalas. A virus (the aptly

named "Koala retrovi-

rus") has been spreading

southwards across Aus-

tralia, turning up in the

DNA of koala sperm. It

isn't yet clear what the ef-

fect is on the koalas, but the genetic

implication is clear. We've got past

theorizing that retroviruses could

jump into a species' genome: we've

shown they actually do.

Surprisingly, scientists
now speculate that viral mate-

rial—genetic information that ul-

timately stems tVom viruses—may
make up more iliaii half of our

DNA. The great bulk of this ap-

pears to be noncoding, that is,

it doesn't direct the assembly of

proteins. Some of the niystery ot

so-called "junk" DNA seems ex-

plained by the tact that it consists

of the archaeological remains ot

millennia of viral invasion. Not ail

of it. though, is junk. Some coding

genes also appear to have viral or'-
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gins. Retroviral material peppers

our genome.

CCR5 delta 32 exists in some

populations at frequencies strongly

suggesting it has been selected for.

Since it modifies immune cells,

the obvious thought is that it con-

ferred protection from infectious

disease. The only one it has been

shown to provide a big advantage

against, however, is HIV—^which

has not been around long enough

to be responsible. Most researchers

think that CCR5 delta 32 protected

us against something that has now
died out, and both smallpox and

plague have been touted as possibili-

ties (without general acceptance).

Unfortunately, populations in the

parts of Africa most affected by HIV
actually have very little CCR5 delta

32—a trend that might change over

the coming generations.

At the moment scientists simply

don't know for sure why CCR5
delta 32 exists, or why it is found

in some populations far more than

in others. Our mental experiment,

though, raises interesting questions.

Could similar evolutionary events

account for the origins of diseases

whose causes are currently mysteri-

ous? Might what appear to be non-

infectious illnesses—such as mul-
tiple sclerosis, say. or Lou Gehrig's

disease—actually be the results of

old viral invasions of our DNA?
If so, there could be consequences.

Not because we'd necessarily want to

reclassify these diseases as infectious;

they may have been so originally,

without remaining that way today.

But understanding how diseases first

arose could help us fight them. Just

as a new class of drugs has been de-

rived firom exploring the way CCR5
delta 32 protects people from HIV
and AIDS, so we might uncover vital

clues to future treatments.

There is also an even
bigger question—not an immediately

practical one, but mesmerizing all the

same. Ifviruses can infect our ge-

nomes in lasting, harmless, and stable

ways, might they be doing other

things than causing disease? Might

they, in fact, be a crucial part of our

evolution, a key part of ourselves?

Viruses are often thought of as

agents ofhorizontal gene transfer.

They swap genes into and out ot bac-

teria, conferring traits like antibiotic

resistance. But the small size and rela-

tive simplicit)- ofviruses means their

great evolutionary advantage is the

rapidity with which they change. The
sheer quantity of them, combined

with their short lifespans, mean they

generate far more genetic variation

than larger and longer-lived organ-

isms. Viruses are frequently spoken ot

as though all they do is shuttle genetic

change. It mav be more accurate to

see them as creating it.

As has been pointed out many

times over the years, and often in

the pages of this magazine, evolu-

tion does not seem to follow a steady

course. Periods of stasis sometimes

last for geological stretches, and then

are interrupted by short periods of

great change. Recent advances in the

field of evolutionary' development

C'evo-devo") show that small genetic

mutations in regulator genes can have

major dramatic effects, like doubling

the number ofwings on an insect.

But the notion that such "hopeful

monsters" could prove adaptive is

questionable, given the complexity ot

biochemical systems. And even ifone

ofthose new monsters successfully

emerged, it might require others of a

similar nature to mate with, in order

for its new constellation ot changes to

be passed do\\"n meaningtully.

In 1959, A DECADE AFTER
the work on viruses that later won
him a Nobel Prize, microbiologist

Salvador E. Luria suggested that

those entities iriight be more than just

destructive. "May we not feel," he

^^'TOte, "that in the viruses, in their

merging with the cellular genomes

and their reemerging from them,

we observe the units and processes

which, in the course of evolution,

have created the successful genetic

patterns that underlie all living cells?"

Luis P. Villarreal, director of the

Center for Virus Research at the

University of California in Irvine,

agrees. He cited Luria when writing

a 2004 paper for the Proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society entitled

"Can Viruses Make Us Human?"
Villarreal suggested \\-ays in which

the answer might be yes. For one,

our adaptive immune system

—

which is capable of using a small

number of genes to generate an as-

tronomical multiplicity of antigen

receptors—may be based on viral

code that jumped into the genomes

of the original jawed vertebrates.

The mechanism by which placental

cells fuse together appears to be viral

in origin, therefore supporting the

Continued on page 42
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DON'T BE FOOLED BY
Delaware's small size. This

remarkably diverse little

state packs in an outsized number

of natural, cultural and historical

attractions. Enjov a drive through its

briaht fall foliage; stop at roadside

farm stands; birdwatch at its wildlife

refuges; tour the estates and foUow

the nature trails in the Brandv-vvine

Valley.

You'll want to explore Delaware's

Coastal Heritage Scenic B>-A\ay (Route

9), from historic New Casde nearlv

to Dover, taking in 50 miles of the

state's carefullv preserv ed shore,

unparalled on the East Coast. You'll

find some great birding along the

\\ av, and vou'U pass pastoral villages

and working farms. A magnet for

birds and birders alike are the route's

generous stretches ot unspoiled

From Dinosaurs and Birds to

Chateau Country in Delaware

marshland, including the Thousand

Acre Marsh, the largest freshwater

tidal wetland in northern Delaw are.

The route will also take vou south to

the Bombay Hook National Wildlife

Refuge and the adjacent Little Creek

Wildlife -Area, widi their boardw alks

and tow ers for \iewTng the profrision

of waterfowl.

Don't miss the Delaware Museum
of Natural Historv' near Wilmington,

where vou'U encounter life-sized

dinosaurs, take a look under the

oceans, come face to face with a jaguar,

linger at an African watering hole, and

marvel at the diversitv' of birds and

shells from around the w orld.

A drive through the roUing bills

of Delaware's Brand\-\\ine VaUev

will take vou from historic estates

to nature havens. This area, known

as Chateau Countrw is replete with

The Bir}<enh£^i '''i';, cne of the most beautirui vieivs along the

Brondywine Qt Haeley Museum and Library

liistoric sites and magnificent mansions

widi glorious gardens. Take the Red

Clav Vallev Scenic B\Ava\' to reach the

Mt. Cuba Center, dedicated to the

conser\ation of.Appalachian Piemont

plants, and die .Ashland Nature Center,

witli its Butterfly House and nature trails

winding dirough meadow s and marshes.

Start the exploration at www.visitdelaware.com
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Change your perspective.

Feel the uniqueness of Sierra Vista, Arizona.

FIRST, BRING YOUR SPYGLASS, that migrate through our canyons

You'll need it. Direct it at the from April through Septemher

9,500-foot peaks of the Huachuca Envision hunters during the Ice Age

Mountains and imagine Geronimo and —tracking Mammoths—as vou walk

his Chiricahua Apache standing atop. through the 1 3,000-vear-old Murra\-

See the blazing colors in the bril- Springs Clovis Site,

liant iridescence of hummingbirds Or, be pulled bv the history found

Visit www.VisitSierraVista.com or call the Sierra Vista Visitor Center at 1-800-288-3861

in the hundreds-vcar-old pctroglvphs

and pictographs along the San Pedro

River or on Fort Huachuca, carved

and draw n bv skilled artists.

Take a picturesque bike ride on

the mountain trails of the Coronado

National Forest, along the rural back

roads or on the miles of the City's

multi-use paths.

Ama/c at the smoke-and-mirrors

exhibits in the U.S. Army Military

Intelligence Museum on Fort Hua-

chuca. With displays of a camera-in-

a-fake-tree-branch and an original

German Enigma encryption machine,

the museum is a spy-lo\ er's dream.

For those whose childhood ex-

citement was plavinCT cowbovs and

Indians, the Fort Huachuca Museum
chronicles the history of the U.S.

.Army in the Southw est.

A place where cowboys and Indians thrived. Where mountain trails meet archaeological sites, and a river lined SIERRA VISTA

with ghost towns, Mammoth bones and brilliant hummingbirds - it's all here waiting for you.

goto^www.VisitSierraVJstaf or call 1-800-288-3861
.'^~--

Sierra Vista, Arizona - It's Cooler Than You Think'" —
For statewide travel information visit arizonaguide.com a R.i z p.N
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MARYLAND
/^jr

\ isit CALVERT COUNTY, /WARY-

LAND, to explore the Chesapeake

Bav's ecosvstems and hunt for fossils

in t\\ o of the largest fossil-bearing

deposits on the East Coast—Cah ert

Cliffs State Park and Flag Ponds Na-

ture Park. Within a fe\v miles of each

other, thev offer abundant natural

resources and ample opportunit\-

to search for shells, shark teeth and

other fossils from the Miocene Epoch

\\ hen the Bav was home to a warm

reef environment and numerous now-

extinct animal species. This ancient

ecosystem is now well presen ed in

the exposed rocks along the shoreline.

Visitors to Flag Ponds Nature Center,

named one of the "Top 10 Beaches

for Shells" b\ CNN.com, frequently

discover ancient fossils washed up

on the beach and deposited from the

Calvert Cliffs. Several miles of trails

lead through a variet\^ of habitats from

upland forests to \\ ooded swamps and

into open marshes and beach dunes

topical of the coasts of Mar\ land's

Eastern Shore or the Carolinas.

The Bucktown Village Store is o stop on the Findinga May

to Freedom Driving Tour

Reaching out into the Chesapeake

from Delmar\a Peninsula, heart-

shaped DORCHESTER COUNTY,
AAARYLAND. is known,

appropriatelv, as the Heart of the

Chesapeake. This unique part of

Maryland has retained much of

the traditional \\'av of life along

the Chesapeake and has preser\ed

much of the unspoiled Eastern

Shore landscape associated with the

histon- of this region. Dorchester

Countv also evokes a remarkable

aspect of this region s history-:

the Underground Railroad, the

secret network that offered

refuge to escaping slaves. The

Finding a Wav to Freedom Driving

Tour is a self-guided tour that

takes vou to exhibits, home sites,

meeting houses and courthouses

and through natural landscapes

f

Charm ofthe Chesapeake

800.331.9771 •www.ecalvert.com
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that illustrate the story of the

UnrlcrCTround Railroad. You can

bcoin your journey by picking

up a map in historic Cambridge.

Stops include the Harriet

Tubman Museum, where you'll

learn about this extraordinary

woman's strength of character and

determination, and the Bucktown

Village Store that played a part in

her story. Much of the tour takes

you in and around Blackwater

National Wildlife Refuge, south

of Cambridge. The 2 7,000-acre

preserve offers excellent bird

watching, hiking, cycling and

kayaking.

FREDERICK COUNTY, the gate-

way to western Maryland, is home
to historic battlegrounds, untamedo
rivers, scenic mountains, and fabled

trails. The county spans the fringes

of suburban Washington D.C. to the

rugged shoulders of the Piedmont. At

the heart of the county are the "clus-

tered spires" of historic Frederick. To

the west are the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains and the Appalachian Trail; to

the north lie the Catoctin Mountains;

and to the southwest is the Potomac

at its wildest. Nestled in the county's

swath of Catoctin Mountains are

Catoctin Mountain National Park and

the adjacent Cunningham Falls State

Park, with its dazzling fall foliage.

Cunningham Falls Park is named for

the 78-foot cascade that is considered

by many to be Maryland's most dis-

tinctive waterfall. A popular place to

begin exploring the Appalachian Trail,

as it winds over South Mountain, is

at South Mountain State Park or at

nearby Gathland State Park, \\ here

you can also absorb Civil War history

at the South Mountain State Battlc-

fickl. Follow the trail southward, and

you'll come to the Potomac and the

C&O Canal, \\ hose historic towpath,

now a national park, has become a

popular birding and biking trail.

f

Frederick's 44-acre Baker Park provides a great vontag

point to enjoy the "clustered spires."

KENT COUNTY, MARYLAND,
where fresh and salt \\ atcr meet,

claims a coastline sprinkled with his-

toric waterfront towns and stretches

of rolling farmlands beribboned

by the tidewater tributaries of the

Chesapeake. The county's roadways

and waterways beckon bicyclists and

kayakers as well as drixcrs and boaters

to explore its pastoral countrvside and

important w ildlifc refuges. Man\ of

the tv\o-lanc roads that w ind through

this tidewater count\- have been

included in Maryland's first National

Scenic Bywav. Kent County's por-

tion of the byv\av includes the routes

irom the Chester River Bridge to

Georgetov\ n and the Sassafras Ri\ er,

from Chestertow n to Rock Hall, and

trom Rock Hall to the Fastern Neck

National Wildlife Refuge. Stop in

Chesterto\yn to stroll and shop on its

classic Main Street, and tarrv a while

in Rock Hall to enjoy the sunsets

from a bench along the town's popu-

lar boardw alk. And be sure to explore

the boardw alks and trails of Eastern

Neck National Wildlife Refuge, w ith

its year-round population oi bald

eagles and its profusion of waterfowl.
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Situated on Maryland's Eastern Shore, WORCESTER
COUNTY is the state's onlv seaside county, u ith a

bounty of beaches, bays and barrier islands along the

Atlantic for exploring and birding. The county's yaried

habitats play host to more than 350 species of birds, the

most in the state. Bicyclists enjoy its marked trails, and

history loyers flock to the Victorian-era town of Berlin

and to Snow Hill, \\ ith its century-old homes. South of

Ocean City, known for its long swath of soft beige sand

and its delectable steamed crabs, is Assateague Island

State Park and National Seashore, home to the state's

famous w ild pony herd as \Nell as piping ployers and

elusiye sika deer.

In contrast are the forests and cypress s\yamps

plied by the beautiful black-water Pokomoke Riyer.

For exploring the ri\ cr, the Nature Conser\ancy

maintains a mile-long trail through the Pocomoke
Forest and oxer the Nassa\\ango Cypress Swamp, along

Nassawango Creek, shaded by ancient bald cypress and

black aum trees. The Delmarya Discoyery Center on

the Pocomoke Riyer in downtown Pocomoke City is a

i^reat introduction to the histors of the riyer, including

exhibits on shipbuilding, fishing and local Natiye

American culture.

%

Mmylaiid's Upper Eastern Shore

on the Chesapeake Bay

Enjoy this Scenic Peninsula with

fishing, boating, kayaking, small

Bay beaches with awesome sunsets,

nine museums, Avo theaters.

art galleries, farmers ' market.

brick sidewalk shopping, terrific

restaurants and local seafood.

For a free visitor information packet:

www.kentcounty.com
410-778-0416
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Recharge your spirit in Ruidoso

The Spencer Theater offers both spectacular productions and stunning architecture

Fall/Winter Attractions

ASPENFEST WEEKEND, OCTOBER 3-4

Hnjoy a parade through Midtown, the 2 7ih Annual New
Mexico State Opi-n Chili L'ook-rjff, and Arts & Crafts.

More Info: www.ruidosonow.com/aspenfest

19TH ANNUAL LINCOLN COUNTY COWBOY SYMPOSIUM,
OCTOBER 9-11

A truly authentic Western experience with cowhov poets,

chuckvxaoon cookina, music, and a \arietv of actisities for

the entire family.

More info: www.cowboysymposlum.org

SKI APACHE OPENING DAY, THANKSGIVING, NOVEMBER 26

Visit New Mexico's premier ski and snow hoard resort, w ith

55 trails beoinnina at 1 1,400 feet.

More info: www.skiapache.com

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS, NOVEMBER 27-29

Witness the breathtaking siaht of an illuminated Midtow n

Ruidoso—a must see!

More info: www.ruidosofol.org

Located in Historic Billy

the Kid Country, the

Villaae of Ruidoso, New-

Mexico is the perfect mountain-

casual destination for the entire

family. Rejuvenate your senses

in the breathtaking Sacramento

Mountains, with miles of hiking

and biking trails and trail riding in

the Lincoln National Forest.

Explore the rich history

and culture of the Old West
in Ruidoso, with over 60 art

galleries and nationally renowned
attractions such as Hubbard
Museum of the American West,

Lincoln State Monument, Ruidoso

River Museum, and Spencer

Theater for the Performing Arts.

Plan your Fall or Winter getaway

to Ruidoso, a Southeastern New
Mexico gem!

Call 1-877-784-3676 or visit

vvvNw. ruidosoattractions.com.

Ruidoso. At this elevation,
nothing can keep you down.

YOU SAY MOUNTAIN,
WE SAY FLAYGROUND.

VILLAGE OF RUIDOSO. DISCOVER THE OLD WEST IN NEW MEXICO.

Recharge your spirit this fall in resort is the perfect playground

the awe inspiring pine forests of full of exciting outdoor adventure

Ruidoso. Our mountain-casual and value for your fall getaway.

Z' ATTRACTIONS
I • Pristine Lincoln National Forest

J • Historic Billy the Kid Country

j
• Galleries & Museums ofthe Southwest

I
• Scenic Vistas and Pure Mountain Air

(TXS RUIDOSOATTRACTlONS.COM CSI-

NEW MEXICO

1-877-784-3676

J



ftaJure's Avant-Garde
An irtler^iA/ witti the

dmeetacs eli^^

and iVlg^if'erennou

BY^SGOTTl^yiACDONALD

r ^^^^kS^

""^ ew could have predicted the theatrical success of the recent spate of fea-

__ ture-length nature films, especially Winged Migration (2001), directed by

Jacques Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud, and Luc Jacquet's IVIarcti oftiie Pen-

guins (2005), which has spawned no end of penguin-philia. What led the

way was a 1996 documentary on insect life, Claude Nuridsany and Marie Peren-

nou's IVIicrocosmos, subtitled Le peupie de I'tierbe (The people of the grass).

I first saw Microcosinos at Film Forum in New York City, a

nonprofit cinema house; I remember entering the theater

and reahzing with dismay that I was surrounded by children.

I had read that the film had almost no narration, and I

couldn't imagine young children having the patience for it.

To my amazement, they maintained a rapt silence through-

out the film—as did I.

In the United States, nature films have become a staple ot

television and of the Imax presentations in museums and sci-

ence centers, but historically, few have made it into commer-
cial theaters. Of course, there have been exceptions. Begin-

ning with Seal Island (1946), Disney's True-Life Adventure

films were hits on the big screen before becoming ubiquitous

on television and in schoolrooms. And the alarmist slant ot The

Hcllstroiii Chronicle, \\"hich warned that insects would overtake

humanity, helped that film succeed as a commercial release

even as it won its directors, Walon Green and Ed Spiegel, the

1971 Academy Award for best documentan,- feature.

Seeing the tiny worlds revealed by Nuridsany and Peren-

nou projected large was a revelation that transtormed the

world normally beneath our feet into mythic proportions.

Not only did I find the imagery of insects in Micwcosmos

astonishing, but I was deeply moved by the filmmakers' at-

•titude toward their subjects, and especially by their will-

ingness to allo^v viewers to see what insects do. rather than

At left and on pages 26, 27, 29: scenes from Microcosmos;

opposite page: film posters
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simply listen to an explana-

tory lecture.

Nuridsany and Perennou

began as biology students,

then reconfigured them-

selves into accomplished

nature photographers, pub-

lishing several books. In the

mid-1980s they decided to

try their hand at 16-millime-

ter filmmaking, producing

three films for French tele-

vision: Les habitants du miivir
' '

(The inhabitants of the mirror, 1986), Lcjeii de Viiisecte et de

la flcur (The play of insect and flower, 1987), and Voyage an

pays de I'invisible (Journey to the land ofthe invisible, 1987).

The success of those films, and the filmmakers' increasing

discomfort with the restrictions of television, led to their

decision to make a feature. Microcosmos took four years to

make; it was followed by Genesis in 2004. A third feature.

La clc des champs (The key to the fields) is in progress.

After seeing Microcosmos and other recent nature films

in theaters, and discussing them with the students who
participate in my classes on the history of cinema, I have

come to see nature filmmaking as a new kind of avant-

garde. I am increasingly impressed by the creators' cour-

age, persistence, and implicit environmentalist commit-

ment. And as is typical of avant-garde film, this body of

work has been largely ignored by those who chronicle

film history. Despite their cinematic accomplishments

and their recent successes, nature filmmakers are rarely

accorded the respect they deserve.

To develop a more complete understanding of theatri-

cal nature features and the backgrounds ot those who
make them, in March of 2007 I initiated an interview

with Nuridsany and Perennou. With the assistance of

my French-speaking Hamilton College colleague. Mar-

tine Guyot-Bender, I exchanged questions and answers

with them over a period ot several months. Our edited

exchange follows.'

Q; What moved the two of you into filmmaking, and

into this particular kind of filmmaking?

A: When we met, both of us were students in biology in

Paris at the Pierre and Marie Curie University. We had

decided to study biology because, ever since our child-

hoods, both of us had been very interested in animals

and in nature, but we were also interested in philosophi-

cal issues: for example, what does it mean to be "alive"?

This is the main theme of our most recent movie. Gene-

sis. As students we were asking ourselves many questions

about life, and not only about the lives of animals, but

also about our own lives. We were full of questions about

our correct place in this world.

We earned master's degrees, then worked on our PhDs.

Our original plan was to become researchers in biology,

but we were very disappointed with our first contacts

with research laboratories—maybe we had too romantic

an idea about research work. We decided to leave the

university and become freelance researchers.

For several years, we took photographs of nature and

enjoyed writing about nature, trying always not to do

"pure science" articles or books, but to mix science and

more personal expression. Very soon, we wanted to make
films about nature and animals, thinking it would be the

best way to combine what had become our two primary

passions: cinema and nature.

Q; Were nature films an important part of your grow-

ing up?

A: When we were little children, of course, we were en-

thusiastic about films like Disney's True-Life Adventure

TIte Living Desert (1953) and Jacques-Yves Cousteau and

Louis Malle's Le Monde du silence {The Silent W'orld, 1956),

but later, we were much more impressed by the fiction

films of the great directors. The cinematheque was like a

second university for both of us.

Our favorite filmmakers also have in common a seem-

ing effortlessness, a simplicity. As is sometimes the case

in theater, major filmmakers manage to give birth, be-

fore our very eyes, to extraordinary images, using the

sparest of means. They do not overload us with images.

An economy of visual means is used to invite spectators

to engage with the experience that is presented to them.

This participation is so intense that, at the end of a screen-

ing, we spectators may teel a sort ot exhaustion.

Of course, one of the great aporias of cinema, its found-

ing contradiction, is that it uses a quasi-scientitically objec-

tive recording tool—the movie camera—to create a uni-

verse that reveals a unique, personal vision ot the world.

Q; Were there nature tilms that were important to you.

other than the Disney True-Life Adventures and Cous-

teau's work?

A: The French feature called Le territoire des aiiircs (The ter-
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ritory ofthe others, 1970), directed by Francois Bel, Gerard

Vienne, and Michel Fano, was, for us, a revolution in wild-

life filmmaking. It had no commentary, no music, a very

original soundtrack, and the editing was very free. They

shot for seven years! That was the only nature film that made

a great impression on us. We hoped it was the beginning

of a new era for wildlife films, but it remains a unique case

(we were not enthusiastic about their second film. La griffe

et le dent [The claw and the tooth, 1976]). We do not know
if Le territoire des aiitres was distributed in the United States;

nobodv speaks about that film in France—it has been for-

gotten. Orson Welles was enthusiastic about the film.

Q; How did your collaboration evolve? And does each of

you take charge of particular dimensions of your films,

or do you w^ork together on all aspects of the process?

A: We became filmmakers together, and our collabora-

tion has always been the same: we work together on all

aspects of the process. When we started to make nature

and animal films, we discussed what exactly we wanted

to do and not do. We were not convinced by the ani-

mal films that were shown on television. Some showed

surprising and interesting things about animals, but in

a very academic way. There was always the voice-over

commentary, almost interchangeable from film to film,

that dictated what spectators should understand from

the images that were presented to them. The music was

often overbearing, and the editing imposed an artificial

storyline, to create events that never happened in real

life. And we didn't like that the animal world was al-

ways presented through a natural-science bias—as if, for

example, human love stories in films should be based

entirely on reproductive biological discourse.

The systematic scientific tone so characteristic of these

films sounded fake to us. In those movies \ve did not find

the emotion that we felt when we watched animals in real

life. Everything was explained by Mister Know-It-All.

There were no dark areas, no mystery, no ambiguity.

During our childhoods, before we were shaped by the

bible of science, we saw animals as accomplices, peers,

monsters, fairies, divinities, and it is this very vision that

we maintain as adults—though our relationship to the

universe has never been as intense as it was then.

Q: Being interested in making films about wildlife is

one thing, but being able to actually make the films is

another. How were you able to get financial support?

A: Regarding our first three shorts, we owned a Beau-

lieu 16mm camera, complete with all its accessories, but

we were waiting for the opportunity to use it. Marlyse de

la Grange, the person in charge of the then well-known

television program, Les aniinaux dii nwnde (Animals of the

world), had contacted us because she wanted to shoot a

program on our work as photographers (we had already

published several books). We offered to complete her pro-

gram with some micro-cinematographic shots of our own.

She asked to see what we had already shot, but we had

absolutely nothing to show her! We asked her to trust us,

which she did after much hesitation, which we fully un-

derstood. Finally, we showed her some work, and she liked

what we shot and integrated our images into her program.

Soon after that, we offered to shoot several twenty-six-

minute shorts for her program, and she agreed. She gave us

total freedom. So that is how the public television channel

Antenne 2 produced our first three films in the 1980s.

We were shooting images, writing and recording com-

mentaries, composing and interpreting music, creating

sound effects. It was a lot of fun, and it taught us a lot.

Unfortunately, Antenne 2 did not have much of a bud-

get for this type of film: we were paid for three weeks

of work, while we actually spent between four and five

months behind our camera. More important, the twenty-

six-minute frame, along with our own self-censorship,

prevented us from expressing what we really had in mind

and from trying to work in an innovative style.

Q; In what ways did shooting your first feature differ

from that early television experience?

A: Moving from short filins to features was a major step

for us. It allowed us to liberate ourselves from television's

limiting time frame and from its old-fashioned documen-

tary style. The project we had in mind, as we started what

became Microcosmos, was to make a film based on nature



and animals, but also to trade the usual pedagogical tone

for an evocation of a distinct world. We often say that

what we create are "natural fictions," or "natural tales."

We find it strange that speaking about animals can only

be done within the frame of natural science. Whatever

our respect for and interest in the scientific register, it does

not seem to us adapted to "spectacle," and a film is, be-

fore anything else, a spectacle. And as we've said, the pres-

ence of a commentary tends to overwhelm films about the

natural world. To us it's as unbearable as commentaries by

tour guides during organized tours of exhibitions: they

limit your imagination and your sensibility, alienate your

liberty, and as far as we're concerned, spoil your pleasure.

Q; What did you hope to accomplish with Microcosinos?

A: With Microcosinos, we wanted to project the specta-

tor onto an unknown planet. Earth rediscovered at the

centimeter scale (humans actually only know it at the

meter scale). On the other hand, in order to film the in-

habitants of that planet, we wanted to use the same tools

used to film actors and actresses in fiction films—travel-

ing shots, cranes, et cetera—so as to give the insects the

stature of real characters. For that, we had to conceive

new tools, since the ones that already existed could not

function satisfactorily at such a small scale. The elabora-

tion of a sophisticated "motion control," able to function

satisfactorily at this scale with no noticeable vibration,

was extremely laborious.

Q; It took you the better part of four years to shoot the

film. How fully did you know what you might shoot

before you began?

A: We had observed insects for decades, keeping journals

of behaviors that appeared interesting. (Our descriptions

were more like theatrical notes than like the notes of

entomologists.) For example, one day we caught sight

of a group of ants around a minuscule pool of water. We
saw that scene only once, and decided we really wanted

to integrate it into our movie. Waiting for the scene to

reproduce itselfwas unrealistic, so we arranged things in

the hope of making it happen again.

We chose a large, fiat rock and carved a hole in the

middle of it, which we waterproofed with a special var-

nish. We placed the rock in a basin full of water, leav-

ing only the top of the rock dry. We filled up the small

cavity with sweetened water (which ants love), and we
iTioved a couple dozen ants onto the rock. After a few

minutes of excitement, during which they ran all over

(without being able to escape the rock because ot the

surrounding water), they formed a perfect circle around

the sweetened water. [See photograph on page 29.]

What we are looking for in such arranged sequences (ob-

viously, we always prefer when things happen naturally) is

to find the memory we have ofa particular scene, to present

a sort of mental image—and, on the other hand, to con-

front the spectator's imagination by showing him scenes of

nature, so that he too can mentally create a particular com-
parison, or metaphor, or mythological episode—in other

words, so that he actively uses his mental powers, rather

than passively swallowing flatly realistic images.

Q; At what point is the sound recorded for your films?

And how much of it is the actual sound of the creatures

we are seeing?

A: We mixed real sounds with sounds we created or en-

hanced in the studio with a sound designer (Laurent

Quaglio). The sound in our films seems to us as important

as the visuals, and we spend a lot of time (eight months!)

on sound editing. We feel more freedom with sound; \\"e

can more easily forgo concerns about realism than with

images. Sounds represent the secret life of images. They

allow images to penetrate more deeply into the labyrinth

ofthe viewers' mental space. Sounds reach us as bootlegged

merchandise: always hidden behind the almighty images,

filtering through the border ot our perception. That is why
their power over the viewer's imagination is so strong.

They travel straight into the heart ot the unconscious.

Q: All in all, how much material did you shoot for the

film? Four years of shooting for a seventy-t"i\e-minute

film suggests a very high shooting ratio.
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A: For Miavcoswos, we shot about forty times the length

of the movie (about fifty hours of rushes), which is not

that enormous if you take into consideration the length

of time we spent shooting. In fact, in some cases, we

did not shoot at all, in spite of all our efforts, for weeks.

Since we know exactly the effect we want to get and

what is useful for the film, we avoid filming so long as

the scene we are expecting is not happening in front of

the camera. And, when it finally happens, we shoot the

scene as much as possible, sometimes thirty times in a

row, trying to improve the framing, the light, the cam-

era movements.

Q; In Microcosnios the structure of the composite day is a

useful device for arranging a very wide range of mate-

rial, allowing you to do away with a narrator except tor

two brief passages. But in Genesis you chose a twofold

organization—the chronological history of the develop-

ment of life on Earth, and the chronological develop-

ment of particular creatures in the womb/egg and in the

SHOW AND TELL: Early nature films

find a home in the classroom.

BY JENNIFER PETERSON

Films that depict mammals, birds,

insects, plants, and other natural

history subjects have always been a

staple of cinema. Many film historians

date the birth of the industry to the

well-known experiments in animal lo-

comotion by Eadweard Muybridge and

Etienne-Jules Marey, who pioneered

series photography as both art and sci-

ence in the 1870s and 1880s. In a more

popular vein, beginning in 1891, Thomas
Edison's employees W.K.L. Dickson and

William Heise made numerous films of

animals for Edison's peephole Kineto-

SGope viewer— often of animals fight-

ing, such as The Boxing Cats (a trained

vaudeville act) and The Cock Fight, both

produced in 1894.

It wasn't until around 1907, when

British wildlife photographer Oliver Pike

made In Birdland, that nature films be-

gan to depict animals, plants, and their

habitats with more care. In 1908, Great

Britain-based producer and distributor

Charles Urban, who specialized in educa-

tional films on travel and science, began

releasing films made by F. Percy Smith,

later to become famous for his Secrets

of Nature series, popular in the 1920s.

Smith's films, such as The Acrobatic Fly

(1910), in which a fly "juggles" a variety of

objects, were hugely successful.

The depiction of natural settings,

whether real or simulated, became per-

haps the most important characteristic

of the nature-film genre by the 1910s.

At the beginning of that decade, it was
still unclear what business practices or

film subjects would be the most profit-

able, and there was a brief moment
when some in the industry hailed edu-

cational film subjects as the commer-

cial future of cinema. Wildlife was the

selling point for dramatic feature films

such as Chang: A Drama of the Wilder-

ness (1927) and Simba: The King of the

Beasts (1928). Some films, such as A
Murderous Midget Fish (no date) and

Wing, Claw, and Fang! (1946) presented

nature as a strange and ferocious do-

main: a space to be tamed. Efforts to

establish educational films as profitable

theatrical ventures were largely unsuc-

cessful, however Instead, films with

more plainly descriptive titles—such as

Sees and Spiders (1927), Trees (1928),

and Beavers (1930)—were configured to

suit classroom use.

By the early 1930s, classroom films

were becoming less of a novelty and

more of a "standard piece of instruc-

tional technology." One study estimated

that in 1931 there were 350,000 "non-

theatrical" projectors in the United

States. A 1934 U.S. government report

stated that "thirty-two of our forty-eight

States have film libraries of varying

qualities under the supervision of edu-

cational directors." The new nontheatri-

cal field may not have been as profitable

as the theatrical side of the movie busi-

ness, but it was more stable.

Some early nature films were made
to illustrate individual scientific

concepts, such as The Struggle for Ex-

istence (1925), which very loosely deals

with one part of Charles Darwin's theory

of evolution. Others focused on a group

of organisms populating a given region:

for example. Wildlife on the Deserts of

America's Great Southwest (no date)

documents both plant and animal life in

the Colorado Desert of southern Cali-

fornia. But the largest number of nature

films from this era focus on just one or-

ganism, or several closely related organ-

isms. These films, such as Frogs, Toads,

and Salamanders (1932), present the life

cycle, physiology, and environment of

their subjects in the style of early biology

textbooks.

Natural history topics made for ideal

classroom films, uniting the competing

needs of education and entertainment.

Animals in particular, as both enduring

science fare and a favorite of children,

were perhaps an inevitable cornerstone

of the medium. Filmmakers such as the

producers of Eastman Classroom Films

strove to represent animals as they

were, not to judge them in human terms.

The early nature films may not have

entirely succeeded in modeling sci-

entific objectivity for their young audi-

ences. But then, the goal of pure ob-

jectivity was by definition unattainable

even in the realm of advanced scientific

practice. The fact that, as early as the

1920s, children and young adults were

exposed to a cinematic version of natu-

ral history in the classroom was itself a

remarkable development. Encounters

with film at school may have been as

significant for viewers of the time as go-

ing to the movie theater.

Jennifer Peterson has worked as an oral historian at

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Los

Angeles Cuaentiy on the faculty in film studies at the

University of Colorado, Boulder she is completing worii on

a book about early travelogues to be published by Duke

University Press This article is adapted from a chapter

in Learning with the Lights Off: A Reader in Educational

Film (Oxford University Press, 2010).
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world—held together by using Sotigui Kouyate as narra-

tor. What led to that decision?

A: We wanted to experiment with something different

from the near-absence of narration in Microcoswos, while

at the same time trying to stay away from the ordinary,

scientific commentary in animal movies, for which we
have no taste. We started our project with this question:

"What does it mean to be alive?" That is an existential

question—at once very simple and vertiginous, unset-

tling. Everyone asks it. We needed a person on screen

to personify the question and some of its answers in the

form of daydreaming. We decided to use digriot.

For us, the griot is not a conventional narrator. Gri-

ots are African storytellers/musicians/genealogists who
work for royal families and transmit their status from

father to son. They were quite numerous during the an-

cient Mandingo (Mali) empire, which corresponds to

parts of today's Mali, Guinea, Mauritania, and Senegal.

In Genesis Sotigui Kouyate represents humankind and

the questioning by all human beings. We chose an Afri-

can man because Africa is the cradle of humankind and

also a land of storytelling, a place where oral tradition

is still very much alive. However, our storyteller does

not tell an African story, he shows us the way in which

a person today can answer questions on the origin of

our being, the origin of life in general, of the Earth, of

the universe, all those themes which, since humans have

been on Earth, have belonged to mythology.

Today, science professes to answer most of the ques-

tions we wanted to confront: Darwin tells us the origins

ofhumankind, and the big bang theory tells us the origin

of our universe. The sciences fulfill the role of mythol-

ogy. Our intention was to allow today's knowledge to be

heard in the form of traditional tales. The African griot

is there to give these tales the flavor ot ancient myths ot

origin. He is a human being who questions lite; his ques-

tions are as much about his own origin as they are about

the universe or animals.

Q; At one point the narrator in Genesis says, "We are

all born of love." When March of the Pcnijiiins was being

reviewed in the United States, many critics objected to

the use of "love" in connection with the penguins, and

I'm sure these same critics would also object to the idea

that insects and crabs and frogs can "love." How do you

mean the word?

A: One of the most basic questions in making nature films

is the question of anthropomorphism. From our point of

view, to reject any type ofanthropomorphism is to assume

that humans and animals have no commonality, and that

human beings are absolutely unique (if not divine). That

is of course questionable. On the other hand, using an e.x-

cessive anthropomorphism plays on the viewer's feelings

by betraying the true nature ofanimals, turning them into

zoomorphic puppets; that is artistically indefensible.

Can we speak of "love" between animals? "Love" is a

very ambiguous term that designates both a feeling and

an act. Genesis attempts to convey to the viewer that we
do have some kind of familial link with the animal king-

dom (and not only to animals, but also to mountains,

clouds, stars). It you spend time observing the very subtle

preliminaries that precede lovemaking (and sometimes

devonring) between daddy long legs spiders (Phclciis plia-

hingioides) , it is difficult to think that these are merely

little robots whose behavior is entirely genetically pro-

grammed. Do they have teelings? We may have to find

another term. In any case, placing all the animals on one

side of a line and humankind on the other is artificial;

reality is much more complex and mysterious.

Scott MacDonald is author of the five volumes of the Critical Cine-

ma series (University of California Press): The Garden ill the Machine:

A Field Guide to Independent Films ahcuir Place

(University of California Press, 2001); and the

just-published Adfcnlnres of Perception: Cinema

Ai Exploration (University ot California Press,

2009), which includes a more detailed version of

his interview with Nuridsany and Perennou. He
is currently Visiting Professor of Film History at

Hamilton College, in Clinton. Now York-

Web links related to this article can be found at

www.naturalhistorymag.com
,
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CATCH AND
Long island's striped bass are an ageiess lure.

STORY BY MARGARET HART
GYOTAKU PRINTS AND WOODCUTS
BY STEVE THURSTON

E REACH OUT
from the edge

ofour element

nutshell, is surfcasting. The
object of our pursuit' is the striped bass, Morone saxatilis,

native to the eastern seaboard of North America. The
species' intelligence, beauty, and power stir our admiration

and challenge our skill and determination. Just when we
think we have a handle on its movement, some nuance

ot nature—the heave of a powerful storm, a bitterly cold

winter, an offshore shift of bait, the new curve and set of a

sandbar—alters the balance. This is as it should be.

A tradition began at the end of the nineteenth century

when the Long Island Rail Road added a line to Montauk,

and urban anglers in NewYork City could ride all the way
east to catch the early morning run of charter and party

fishing boats. Upon arrival on a "fisherman's special," men
in three-piece suits and bowler hats could be seen racing on

foot down East Lake Drive, rods in hand, to the docks on

Fort Pond Bay. In the early 1900s, striped bass tipping the

scales at more than a hundred pounds were weighed in at the

Fulton Fish Market in NewYork City. Sadly, fish of that size

are no longer recorded.The current official world record is

held by Al McReynolds for a 78-pound 8-ounce fish he

caught on September 21, 1982, from a jetty offAtlantic City,

New Jersey.These days, a surf-caught bass weighing thirty to

forty pounds will usually win a local tournament.

The original range of the Atlantic striped bass extended

from the Saint Lawrence River in Nova Scotia as far

south as Florida (a separate population colonized the

estuaries and rivers of the northern Gulf Coast). Then
in 1879, a pioneering fish culturist and conservationist

employed by the U.S. Fish Commission transported 132

striped bass fingerlings from the Navesink River in New
Jersey by train across the United States in ice-cooled

wooden barrels and milk cans, and released the fish in
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Striped bass is rendered as a gyotaku (fish rubbing) print. The

craft, of Japanese origin, involves painting a fish with India inl< and

pressing a sheet of rice paper against it (the eyes, left b/an(t, are

then inked in by hand). This fish, caught at Montau/c on June 24,

2008, was thirty-two inches long in life. Opposite page, below, and

pages 34 and 35: wooden lures handcrafted by Steve Thurston.

San Francisco Bay, California. Within ten years, a new
population was thriving in the Pacific.

Striped bass are anadromous, migrating inland each spring

to spawn in freshwater rivers, such as the Hudson and the

Delaware, before swimming back out to the sea and north

to feed in coastal waters. In the Atlantic, the first fish arrive

on the South Shore ofLong Island at the end ofApril. Some

continue north, but others take up residence in local waters.

By early December, the bass have returned south to winter

in more temperate zones, such as Chesapeake Bay.

Menhaden are their primary source of food, but striped

bass are generalists, also feeding on crustaceans, mollusks,

eel, fluke, herring, muUet, squid, and sand eel. They

favor rough water and rocky structure, where they can

outmaneuver a rich variety of prey. Those features define

Montauk Point, Long Island, as one of the premier striper

surfcasting locations in the country. The tremendous

volume of water flowing out ofLong Island Sound creates

a whip-like current along that jagged terminus, making it

among the most challenging waters to fish in the world.

May the ocean temperature is

just flirtingwith 60 degrees Fahrenheit

'^'M'^i^^^i^^^^ l^his early in the season, but as the

evening's last light fades, my friends

and I can't wait to find the fish. Even

augmented with a hooded, waterproof top, the chest

waders worn by most anglers can be inadequate in the

surf, so we don our full body, seven-millimeter-thick

wetsuits along with spiked sandals over neoprene boots.

We tuck a ten- or eleven-foot rod into a sturdy utilm-

belt and clip on a small bag stuffed with the rest of our

gear. Entering the water we scramble over slippery rocks,

battle our way past the breakers, and swim out hundreds

of feet to fish on gnarly subsurface rocks. It is here, under

the cloak of darkness, tenuously suspended between sea
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Menhaden are an important prey of striped

bass. This composite image was made from

a single print of a thirteen-inch-long fish.

and shore, that we have the best chance of connecting

with quaHty fish.

Wetsuiting is growing in popularity among adventurous

anglers, but it takes a strong swimmer to leave the refuge

of the beach. When you are surrounded by rocks, the

crashing surf can be treacherous. You must stay alert and

use all your senses to remain upright. Only a few engage

in the ultimate fringe of surfcasting: they slip on small

fms, release then- last foothold on the rocks, and swim out

even farther, where they careen freestyle, to cast and fight

fish midcurrent. The technique is called "skishing," a term

derived from swimming, fishing, and skiing. It is a long

way, as long as it gets, from the safety of the piers and party

boats most anglers rely on.

About eight years ago, a wetsuiter who was skishing

landed at an infamous perch at Montauk Point but then

was swept off into the current. Thinking fast, he grabbed

the heaviest bucktail jig from among his lures, tied it on,

and dropped it down to the bottom, where it eventually

snagged and held. He gripped his line tightly, signaled with

his flashlight, and was finally picked up by a trawler, nearly

t"wo miles offshore.

August striped bass are less

I active close to shore during the summer,

.. ^,^3,^ so they are more challenging to find.

~S One afternoon, when a friend and I are

snorkeHng in search of bass, he spots

something and motions wildly for me to swim over.A long

object, serrated near its base, rises up from the bottom.There,

less than eight feet beneath us, is an eye the size of a

grapefruit, looking out across the speckled sea floor. I have

to shift my focus to see the other eye, it is so far away.

The creature is a rough-tailed stingray, well over five feet

across, and its long tail bows up gently in the water column

just past my shoulder.We quickly realize that another, even

larger stingray faces the first, nose to nose.The current pushes

us past as they begin to hover Hke large spacecraft.We
watch in awe as they wing off silently.

We swim toward shore through water

dappled by schools ofbay anchovy known
as rain bait. In the shallows, we feel the

water temperature rise. I lift my head

above the surface and puU up my
mask. Montauk Point Lighthouse

stands high above, on a cliff's edge.

The Sun is setting; it's time to go fishing.

October migration is a
stressful feat that requires

tremendous stores ofenergy.

Yet inclement weather that

defeats the heartiest of

mammals and birds seems to invigorate the striped bass.

When most people take shelter, the leading edge of a storm

draws anglers to the surflike a powerful magnet. Setting out

in the dark, my surfcasting friends and I rush to Montauk to

meet the onslaught of a powerful nor'easter.

The ground reverberates with pounding surf, and gale

force winds bellow. Still, through the din, we hear the

high-pitched chirps of migrating songbirds. As the Sun

begins to rise, we can see them swinging westward across

Block Island Sound by the hundreds. They land

exhausted, at our feet. I see one warbler quickly

leap inside a small bush and tuck his head behind

his wing to sleep. An eerie golden light emanates

from a thin break in the steely clouds that line the ,'

horizon, and for the first time we see the battalion

of waves rounding Montauk Point. Walls of water,

ten feet high, culminate in white fiery crests. The
beach is engulfed by a moon-tide fiood, the high bluffs

are lashed by chop and swells.

The barometric pressure drops Hke a stone as the storm

makes landfall. Fishermen, like song- and seabird alike, are

staging in flocks. When the waters draw back, surfcasters

inch forward. In this wild surge and vaulting sea, the fish

are biting. A friend, up to his shoulders in white water,

heaves in a bass on the end of his line.

Steve Thurston, whose prints you see here, is also fishing

on this day, outside of town. He packs a handful of favorite

lures into a small bag that clips around his waist, which

makes his surfside journey efficient and easy going.

In contrast with his streamlined approach, many of us

pack our surf bags with every size, shape, and color of lure

conceivable until the weight of it becomes prohibitive.

Lures are often handcrafted by the most serious anglers.

Like a waterfowl decoy, to be effective, a lure must be

carefully designed.The angler turned artisan carves it from

select wood, soaks it in linseed oil, through-wires it with
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sturdy steel, and coats it with a bombproof yet luxurious

epoxy finish.The lure must be balanced and waterproof; it

must survive the merciless battering of rocks. Above all, it

must catch fish.

Ifyou have a good set of hands you can lure in, hook,

and land many fish on a simple bucktail jig. You make

one by attaching a hook to a molded piece of lead

for weight, and tying hairs from the tail of a

deer (or a synthetic substitute) along

the shank. For the final flourish

you attach a strip ofpork

rind, which waves

enticingly

Head of twenty-two-pound striped bass

caught at Montaulc on September 21, 2007,

appears here approximately life size.

behind
the lure as you

reel it in. According

to Henry Cowen, writing in the

online fly-fishing magazine Midcurrent,

the bucktail is so effective that during World

War II, each U.S. military pilot carried one, along

with some fishing line, in his survival kit in case he

was shot down over water.

For bait we carry rigged eels—dead eels sewn with steel

hooks cinched in with dental floss—and as an alternative,

live eels, carried in a mesh bag tied to our belt. We also

carry pliers, a waterproof flashlight, and a length of thin

rope called a stringer that we can slip through the mouth



\, "%

Bluefish caught in Charlestown,

Rhode Island in November 2003 was

twenty-four inches long in life. Below:

a metal-lipped swimmer; opposite

page: a pencil-popper,

and a gill in the event we want to carry a fish back from the

beach. (Most often, we release them.)

Steve started fishing as a small child, on the freshwater

ponds and rocky beaches of coastal Rhode Island. In recent

years, he began to follow fish along eastern Long Island,

many miles from hishome and work as a scientific illustrator

at the American Museum of Natural History, in New
York City. Steve s grandfather Ben Thurston spent decades

surfcasting on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. An enigmatic

man, he camped along the outer beaches with a self-styled

beach buggy converted from a U.S.Army pickup truck. He
was not alone: by the late 1950s an entire subculture of

traveling surfcasters had evolved. Today, fi-om Gloucester,

Massachusetts, down along every rip Une and inlet to the

Outer Banks of the Carolinas, that pilgrimage continues.

I grew up on the Great South Bay of Long Island. The

first time I saw a striped bass, I was nine years old. Uncle

Pete had caught a twenty-pounder, and it was laid out

whole for dinner in the backyard while he built a fire

under the grill. I studied the

deep shades of maroon and

chestnut along each gilded ~~^*~

stripe and noticed that the colors changecwaue depending

on the angle you took to view them. iH^i^never seen a

fish so large or so striking. Then, one early July morning,

my father took me to Moriches Inlet in our Cape Dory.

When I looked over the gunwale, I could see clear to

the sandy bottom, nearly twenty-five feet below. A large

striped bass was pointing into a fierce outgoing current.

The torch was lit.

My grandfather John Hart also loved being on the water.

He purchased a parcel of land on Brown's River in SayviUe,

Long Island, with a stretch of brackish shoreline that

provided a perfect launch site for his eighteen-foot Jersey

skiff. During the long striped bass fishing season, he was often

moved to distraction by his desire to fish. My grandfather

would sometimes disappear at sundown and not return to

his bed until dawn the next morning. His wife, Marjorie,

was a devout CathoUc. It took her many years to understand

that for her husband, fishing was also a religion, the bays and

ocean a

place of worship

and solace. For my hardworking

grandfather, the time to consider his

blessings, to fish in healthy waters, and to

feed his family was deeply cherished.

Steve and I must have that same passion for the water

forged into our bloodstreams. Steve can hear the condition

of the surf even before he steps out the door of his rented

bungalow in Montauk. He sets off down the beach well

before dawn, rod and reel in hand. If he is lucky, and he

often is, he catches a bluefish, fluke, scup, sea robin, skate,

weakfish—or striped bass. He rinses it in the wash and

carries it home. There he places the fish on its side, paints

it with India ink, lays down a piece of rice paper, and

gently presses so that each of its scales will be imprinted.

After a moment, he carefully peels off the paper and leaves

it to dry. That technique, known as gyotaku (fish rubbing),

originated in Japan as a means of recording a prized

catch—a much less cumbersome method than taxidermy.

Steve takes it further as an art form, later carving a woodcut

to add an element of the local land- or seascape.

Once the fish print is made, dinner can be prepared.

Steve reHshes a freshly filleted striped bass or bluefish,

splashed with lemon juice and olive oil and baked over a

driftwood fire on the beach. That's one of the finest meals

that can be enjoyed on any seaboard. My friends and I

often bring an array of ingredients to the beach, including

ifresh Hme, lemon, garhc, cilantro, chihes, and tomatoes to

eate a tasty seviche. My other grandmother would make

ing out of duck sausage, homemade cornbread, and

^ch plums, collected fresh from the dunes of Fire Island.

If her husband was lucky that week, that wonderful recipe

would make its way into a striped bass for Thanksgiving.

They used to call it a Long Island sea turkey.

Back in the 1960s, when I was growing up, Long Island's

local bays and inlets still teemed with winter flounders,

American eels, and horseshoe crabs. Pollutants such as

the pesticide DDT, however, were devastating the local

populations of osprey, great blue heron, and many other

bird species. Less than a decade later, fiirther environmental

contamination had combined with the overharvesting of

coinmercial fish, and striped bass were in steep decUne. It

took an abrupt turnaround in policy and practice—strict

changes in state and federal regulation and an emergency

fishing moratorium in some states—to bring the striped bass

fishery back into balance, tenuous though it remains.lt was a

close call for the striped bass, and it could happen again.
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The pressure from commercial and large-scale recreational

fishing is an ever-present concern. Now, winter flounder is

in jeopardy. Many suifcasters practice catch and release, so

the fish can return to the sea. That simple act of stewardship

is one ofmany that can yield sustainable rewards for all.

November a friend and i fish hard
^P- through a chilly sunset, 24 degrees

Fahrenheit and dropping. We drive

home, shake the sand and snowflakes

i out of our gear, and hang it up to diyA
full lunar eclipse is underway, and we stand in the yard

looking up at the Earths shadow until the cold drives us

indoors. We are sound asleep when the phone rings after

midnight.We both leap up, instantly alert. Anytime between

May and December, a call at odd hours usuiilly means just

one thing: someone, somewhere has found the fish. This

night is no exception. Our friend Ray is calling from the surf

in East Hampton, excitement and wind fragmenting his

every word. "Bass . . . peanuts, everywhere! Birds! . . .Weird

light! Twenty-four fish up to twenty-two pounds. . . .You

have to get out here!"

He hangs up without waiting for an

answer. Forty-five noinutes and forty miles later, swadd

in layers of winter woolens and fleece beneath our wade'

we hit the beach running.

In the time we've taken to pack and drive east, the lunar

eclipse is ending and the Moon gives off a potent silvery

light. In a highly unusual display of nocturnal activity,

a cyclone of guUs emerges to feast on thick schools of

young menhaden ("peanuts") driven into the shallows by

large schools of migrating bass and bluefish. A confluence

of factors drives this behavior: a hght north wind laying

down the waves, the shorter days, the combined lunar

and solar pull of a "spring" tide, and instinct. In a series

of Whitewater explosions, striped bass break the surface

and chase a bright spray of menhaden up onto the sand at

our feet. Ray tosses a new lure onto the beach amid the

peanuts and grins. "Use this," he says enthusiastically. It's a

perfect match for the baitfish.

Amid the inferno ofwhite wings, the shrill cries of gulls

pierce the icy air as I cast out. The rod jumps foi"ward in

my hand and line screams offmy reel. Off to my left, three

friends lean back, their rods bent over with fish. Our pulses

race. Westward down the beach, receding waves sift back

through the sand. In their oscillating wake, a constellation

ofmenhaden glitter in the sand as far as the eye can see. It's

like fishing on the edge of the Milky Way.

December it is the end of the bass

season and the migrant birds from

farther north are setding in. A friend

and I are up early to search for a winter

resident we eagerly await each year.

Snow buntings dip through the air and land to forage in

the wind-sculpted dunes of Fire Island. Surf clam, oyster,

and scallop shells lie strewn on the outer beach. Two
herrings gasp, red-eyed, on the wet sand. Both are freshly

and deeply notched, where the jaws of large bluefish

narrowly missed their hold. A single starfish glistening in

the rinse is spotted by a great black-backed gull; starded by

a crashing wave, the bird leaps aside, wings held high. A
delicate ripple of departing menhaden flashes up from

behind the wash and then disappears. Spring will come

soon enough, and with it, I hope, healthy new and old

generations of fmfish.

Heavy fo.x tracks lead a deep drag mark up from the

water's edge and behind the gray arc of an old oak, worn

smooth and nearly buried in the sand.The vixen's reddish

tail flicks as she pivots intently around something at her

feet. We sneak up to investigate, but she vanishes. Behind

the bough, the drag mark fades into the dune grass. The

sand shimmers with fish scales.

From this high vantage point, we look eastward down

the narrow barrier island. A flock of black ducks rises up

from the bay to the north, their dark

wings contrasring with the rose-tinted

lath along the dune descends to where

the fi-osted ground is matted with shadbush, bayberry, and

goldenrod. Here, on the edge of the Atlantic, we wait. Only

the quick turn of a long brown ear, the mirror of dark eyes,

transforms some of the v/inter foliage surrounding us into

the six-point antlers of a regal white-tailed buck.

At this hour of the morning, the Great South Bay before

us is merely an illumination, mirroring light in all direcrions.

The Sun climbs higher in the sky, but the wind chill is close

to zero. Beneath an osprey nest that fledged two chicks this

year, a great blue heron is poised to spear.The broad crown

of intertwined branches supporting the nest has held strong

through a season of fierce northeasterly winds. In March, if

all goes well, the pair will return fi-om their South American

wintering grounds to this same nest.

Then, on the far northern horizon, a speck appears.

We take a sudden deep breath of the December air. Even

at this great distance, the eagle reveals itself with its long,

slow wingbeats.

Margaret Hart is an ornithologist who
lives on Long Island. Steve fhurston,

who earned a Master of Fine Arts

from the San Francisco Art Institute,

is a scientific illustrator in the Division

of Invertebrate Paleontology at the

American Museum of Natural History

in New York City. See more of his

work at www.fishprintsite.com.
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IBOOKSHELF BY LAURENCE A. MARSCHALL

^jne^ Living Shore
:by RowanJacobsen

Blaomsburi;, 2009;

176 pages. $20.00 '/:

From where 1 sit reading Tlie Lwino

Shore, it looks as ifRowan Jacob-

sen has the ideal job. He's already

won one of the James Beard Founda-

tion Awards—the so-called Oscars

of the food world—for his 2007

book A Geogmpliy of Oysters, which

no doubt involved considerable

gustatory research on the mouthwa-

tering mollusks. Then in 2008 he

signed on as the literary chronicler

of a nine-member expedition to the

pristine coast ofBritish Columbia.

Their mission: find a thriving bed ot

Olympia oysters {Ostrea couchaphih)

,

known locally as Olys, as part of an

effort to restore the native ecosystem

ofPuget Sound, including a sustain-

able shellfish industry. What a job

for a nature/food writer! Fresh air,

beautiful scenery, and all the seafood

you can eat.

Olys, smaller cousins of the oysters

I enjoy each year on Cape Cod, \yere

once abundant all along the Pacihc

coast from Panama to Sitka, Alaska.

They were a staple food for natives,

who left behind shell middens oc-

casionally as big as high school foot-

ball fields. (Appropriately, Jacobsen

calls oysters "the ham sandwich ot

1000 B.C.") The hordes of prospec-

tors who flocked to California in the

mid-1800s feasted on Olys, too. and

enterprising oystermen found the

shellfish beds a surer way to riches

than the goldfields. But overharvest-

ing wiped out one rich shellfishery

after another. The coup de grace for

the Oly came in the late 1920s, when
industrial pollution and cold weather

decimated the last remaining native

oyster communities oi Puget Sound

and British Columbia. Larger and

hardier breeds of oyster have been

introduced successfully to North

America's Pacific coast, but only a

few scattered colonies of the Olym-
pia oyster remain. A shame, writes

Jacobsen, because their "coppery,

smoked-mushroom sweetness is un-

like anything else in the world."

It's not giving away any punch

lines to reveal that Jacobsen's expedi-

tion found a remote estuary off the

coast of Vancouver Island that is liter-

ally paved with Olympia oysters, and

that the resulting ecological data may
provide the key to a resurgence of

the species in bays and raw bars along

the Northwest coast.

^ He was a hardworking farm boy.

She was an Italian supermodel.

He knew he would have just

one chance to impress her.
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But Jacobsen's experience also

provided him with food for thought.

Just as agriculture led to the spread

of civilization m the Old World,

he believes, aquaculture may have

spread civilization in the New
World. Recent archaeological work

in British Columbia suggests that the

first humans to cross the Bering land

bridge during the last ice age thrived

on shellfish. Their high nutritional

content may also have aided in devel-

oping the prodigious brains ofHomo
sapiens during a far earlier ice age,

along the coasts of southern Africa.

Jacobsen is doubtless right that

shellfish played an important role in

the diet and culture of the past. And
he's equally persuasive in urging the

preservation and protection ot native

shellfish habitats. (As a spur to action,

he provides a substantial appendix

listing organizations devoted to this

task.) So if he sometimes seems to be

taking things to extremes, regard-

ing humans as creatures created for

the shore and by the shore, you may
be inclined to indulge him. After

all, the oyster is his world—and the

world, it seems to me, is his oyster.

/

^

The Curse of th'

Labrador Que
by Glen

Simon and Schuster, 2009;

320 pages, $25.00

Don't blame the Labrador duck for

Glen Chilton's mild insanity. All

the creature wanted to do was to fill

its ecological niche as an ordinary

working seabird, spending summers

in northeastern Canada and winters

along the mid-Atlantic coast. And
that was life for the Labrador duck,

century after century. Beyond that.

nobody knows much about the Lab-

rador duck because not a single live

specimen has been seen since 1875,

when one was shot near the shore of

Long Island, making it the first en-

demic North American bird species

to be hunted to extinction.

No, the source of this morbid

fixation is all Chilton's. An orni-

thologist, recently retired from St.

Mary's University College in Cal-

gary, Alberta, he normally studies

bird behavior. Some time ago, on a

lark perhaps, he got it into his head

to become the Boswell of the Labra-

dor duck. That entailed examining,

in person, all the extant evidence of

Its existence on our planet, to wit:

nine alleged Labrador duck eggs and

fifty-some stuffed ducks and skins,

scattered around the museums of

North America and Europe. And
thereupon hangs a tale, or rather

many tales. (Perhaps this is the place

for a warning: any wordplay you

may note in Chilton's book, or in

this review for that matter, is defi-

nitely intended.)

Chasing dead birds can be an

expensive and time-consuming

occupation, but not one likely to

be supported by research grants.

So Chilton, with the help of his

wife, Lisa, who is also an academic,

managed to make professional

conferences and family vacations

serve double duty as Labrador

duck-hunting expeditions. Over
the years, he visited collections in

enough cities to qualify him for

frequent-flyer tickets to the An-
dromeda galaxy and back. There's a

certain dramatic satisfaction in see-

ing him tick off one bird on his list

after another, and discovering that

at least one is a fake—a white do-

mestic duck painted to look like its

Labrador relative. But after a while

one bird blends into another, and

you begin to lose track . . . was it

the duck in Prague, St. Petersburg,

or Dresden that lost its tailfeathers
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when it was looted by the Russian

Army at the end of World War II?

The stuffed ducks, it turns out,

serve mainly as foils for Chilton's

wisecracking travelogue, an amus-

ing blog of his opinions, his en-

counters with odd characters, his

travails with foreign languages, and

a potpourri of factlets about the

places he's been. For instance, when
Chilton visits the Horseshoe Bar at

the Shelbourne Hotel in Dublin,

he is told that James Joyce hung out

m the joint, "although I suspect he

didn't do a lot of his best imbibing

there, having died several years be-

fore it opened." And of his visit to

a museum on Grand Manan Island,

New Brunswick, he writes: "In

glass jars, we saw some preserved

invertebrates, the eyeballs and kid-

neys of a seal, and the dung of a

right whale. It might easily have

been the vomit of a right whale,

and I had to wonder who had col-

lected it, why, and how."

The upshot of all this is a book

that will tell you almost everything

science now knows about Labrador

ducks, which is not very much, and

a little bit about a lot of destina-

tions from Halberstadt, Germany,

to Falkirk, Scotland, to La Chatre,

France. In sum, Chilton's quest

makes entertaining reading, even if

it ultimately turned out to be, shall

we say, a bit quacksotic.

Mr. Jefferson and
the Giant Moose
by Lee Alan Dugatkin

University of Chicago Pres^, 2009;

192 pages, $26.00 ^.:,, '^

According to Wikipedia, an adult

male moose measures six to

seven feet tall at the shoulder and

weighs as much as fifteen hundred

pounds, making it second only to

the bison as the largest land animal

in North America. But when the

curator of France's Royal Botani-

cal Gardens, Georges-Louis Leclerc

Buffon, was compiling his influen-

tial Histoire Naturelle, published in

thirty-six volumes between 1749

and 1788, information about moose

was not a mouse click away.

Naturalists such as Buffon relied

on two primary sources of infor-

mation: specimens that survived

the rigors of a transatlantic voyage,

and accounts of traveling natural-

ists, most ofwhom were amateurs.

Unaware of how fragmentary and

misleading that evidence was, Buf-

fon proclaimed that the New World

was naturally "degenerate." It had

no beasts as large as an elephant

nor as noble as a lion, and where

similar creatures existed on both

sides of the Atlantic, the American

species were smaller, weaker, and

less energetic—largely as a result

of the debilitating atmosphere they

lived in. Even the Indians were a

degenerate form of humans: slow-

witted, unemotional, and sexually

stunted. To French readers, that was

a congenial notion. They'd known
in their hearts that Europeans were

superior; Buffon assured them that

this was a law of nature.

Citizens of the newly liberated

United States, however, read Buf-

fon with astonishment. They might

laugh at his inaccuracies, but they

were also politically outraged. The
notion that theirs was anything but

a land of wealth and opportunity

was not only false, but was also

harmful to the nation's social and

commercial development. Alex-

ander Hamilton, in The Federalist

Papers, mocked the Europeans for

suggesting "that even dogs ceased

to bark after having breathed

awhile in our atmosphere." James

Madison, John Adams, and Benja-

min Franklin attacked Butfon and

his followers in numerous letters

and articles, and Thomas Jefferson

devoted a major part of his Notes

on the State of Virginia to establish-

ing the falsity of the degeneracy

theory. The founding fathers may
have seen it as a matter of get-

ting the science right, but from a

twenty-first-century viewpoint, it

seems like the first round of a Eu-

ropean—American culture war that

still surfaces from time to time in

battles over Big Macs in Paris and

"Freedom Fries" in the Congres-

sional cafeteria.

Where does the moose come
in? According to Lee Alan Dugat-

kin, a professor of biology at the

University of Louisville, Jefferson

conceived the notion of sending

a specimen of a moose to Buffon,

hoping that it would provide clear

proof that America's creatures were

every bit as large and vigorous as

Europe's. And he succeeded, with

the help of correspondents in New
England, who arranged to kill a

moose in Vermont, cart it to the

coast, and ship its skeleton and skin

to Paris, where it arrived around

October 1, 1787. Unfortunately,

Buffon died within little more than

a year of the moose, writing noth-

ing more on the subject, so we will

never know if he was convinced of

the error of his ways.

Laurence A. Marschall is W.K.T.

Sainn Professor of Physics at Gettysburg

College in Pennsylvania and coauthor,

with Stephen P. Maran, o/Pluto

Confidential: An Insider Account of

the Ongoing Battles over the Status

of Pluto, published by BenBella Books.
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SKYLOG BY JOE RAO

n the Northern Hemisphere, tlie au-

tumnal equinox is a September

event: this year it came on the 22nd

in the eastern time zone, though

other years it may fall on the 23rd or,

rarely, on the 21st. The full Moon
closest to that equinox is tradition-

ally called the Harvest Moon. Most

often the honor goes to a September

Moon, but every three or four years

the closest full Moon occurs in early

October—as it does this month.

Another autumn highlight in the

more northerly latitudes is the depar-

ture of vast numbers of birds on their

flights south to warmer climes. Most

songbirds migrate at night. How do

they find their way? A Cornell Uni-

versity study conducted in the late

1960s under the artificial skies of a

planetarium strongly suggested that

the indigo bunting, for one, uses the

stars as a guide. The experiments in-

dicated that indigo bunting nestlings

learn to recognize star patterns that

revolve closely around the celestial

pole—such as the Big Dipper—and

subsequently use them for orientation.

Birds that migrate at night use

other cues as well. Even under

heavy cloud cover, large flocks fol-

low a direct course, as radar opera-

tors have often detected. The birds

OCTOBER NIGHTS OUT

4 The Moon waxes to full at 2:10 a.m.

eastern daylight time (EDT) (see story

above).

5 Mercury is at its greatest western elon-

gation, 18 degrees from the Sun, making

it easily visible for viewers near 40 de-

grees north latitude. It rises due east an

hour and a half before sunrise, 6 degrees

below and slightly to the left of far more

brilliant Venus. Dimmer than Mercury,

Saturn rises 3 degrees below and slightly

to the speedy planet's left.

8 This morning Mercury and Saturn

are separated by only three-tenths of a

degree, with Mercury below and to the

ringed planet's right. Venus shines brightly

above and to their right.

1 1 The Moon wanes to last quarter at

4:56 A.M. EDT

may be guided by Earth's magnetic

field, olfactory cues, and learned

landmarks, all on top of genetically

programmed predispositions.

Absent radar, ornithologists have

developed a way to study noc-

turnally migrating birds called

"Moon watching." They train small

telescopes on the full or gibbous

Moon and tally their quarry as it

passes in fleeting silhouette. Their

most celebrated discovery using that

method answered a long-standing

question: do birds migrate nonstop

for hundreds of miles across the Gulf

of Mexico? Many land species do.

Although the Harvest Moon
will be an obstacle to stargazers,

birdwatchers will be scanning it to

glimpse otherwise secretive wayfar-

ers on their marathon journeys.

Joe Rao is a broadcast meteorologist and

an associate and lecturer at the Hayden

Planetarium in New York City

(www.haydenplanetarium.orgj.

1 3 Venus and Saturn rise before the

first glimmering of dawn, separated by

only one-half degree. Nearly 100 times

brighter, Venus sits below and to the right

of its ringed companion.

1 8 The Moon is new at 1 :33 a.m. EDT.

21 With the Moon absent from the morn-

ing sky, viewing conditions are favorable

for the annual Orionid meteor shower, so

named because its radiant, or apparent

source, lies in Orion. The time to observe

is after midnight, preferably for the hour

or two before dawn, when the radiant is

highest above the horizon.

25 The Moon waxes to first quarter at

8:42 P.M. EDT.

26 Sitting in the south as darkness falls is

the Moon, to the right of and somewhat

above brilliant Jupiter

MEDICAL EXAMINER

Cotttiuuedfrom page 20

idea that so was the development of

uterine gestation in mammals. Vil-

larreal argues that the origin of the

cell nucleus, which differentiates

eukaryotes from prokaryotes, could

have been the result ot viral inva-

sion. And almost at the other end of

our evolutionary history, he wonders

about the role of viruses in creating

traits that make humans different

from chimpanzees. Could the devel-

opment of our capacity for language

have been a virally mediated event?

It's not news that viruses have

the ability to alter surprising aspects

of their host's lifestyles; Villarreal

cites the way in which DNA viruses

alter the reproductive habits of some
wasps. He suggests that schizophre-

nia—a uniquely human disease that,

like language, involves brain later-

alization—may be viral in origin,

noting the extent to which retrovi-

rus-like material appears to be ex-

pressed in affected parts of the brain.

Cause and effect are opaque here;

this is an association rather than an

established causal link. But there are

grounds to wonder.

A viral origin for schizophrenia

and language—the insertion of a

complex package of genetic changes,

difficult or impossible to separate

out from one another, prompting

both our capacity tor thought and

our susceptibility to the disease

—

could fit. Just as the border between

infectious and noninfectious disease

is sometimes blurred, so, too, is that

between imagination and delusion.

A built-in propensity for mental ill-

ness seems paradoxical. Then again,

so does suggesting that destructive

viruses may be the creative engines

of our evolution.

Druin Burch is a medical resident and a

tutor at the University of Oxford. His first

book, Digging Up the Dead (2007), pro-

files the pioneering surgeon Astley Cooper;

his second. Taking the Medicine (2009),

is the story ofhow doctors have historically

killed more than cured, but havefinally

learned to improve.
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EXPU ti'JKu^if

Unique small ship adventures to tropical Islands and

historic coastal waterways, usually only accessible by

private yacht. Only 96 guests, casual, expedition-style,

BYOB, family operated, memorable camaraderie, US
Flag, snorkeling, bow-rarap offers direct beach access,

onboard naturalists. Single travelers share program.

Celebrating our 44th year. Exceptional itineraries to

places of cultural interest and natural beauty.

Kavak packages on select sailings

Go Where The Big Ships Cannot

American Canadian Caribbean Line

800-556-7450
www.accl-smallships.com

Immi Nature

Small Group Cultural Tours

GALAPAGOS ...The Trip of a Lifetime
Specializing in comprehensive, professionally-led,
natural history and photo tours of the Galapagos Islands.
Monthly departures on 14-16 passenger yachts.

(600) 969-9014 • www.galapagQslravel.com
lio Del Mar Boulevard, Suite ff49. Aptos, CA 95003

Amazon. Galapagos.

I Machu Picchu
M For brochures & custom made tours

^ Tara Tours 1-800-327-0080
Since 1980 www.taratours.com

Small Groups to:

•ALASKA

• AFRICA pn^MMW '

• GALAPAGOS !

and MANY MORE r'
"

Nature Tours
DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE!
BIRDING • PHOTOGRAPHY

FAMILYADVENTURES

www.WildsideNatureTours.com

lnfo@WildsideNatureTours.com

888-875-9453

AMAZON
Award winning lodge in Peru's Tamstniyacu-

Talnuayo Reserve, siiown to have ttie greatest

mammal diversity in tiie Amazon. Customized

itinerary, from soft family to wilderness

camping. Featuring tiie Amazon's longest

zipline canopy access. In business since 1981.

References available. Customized economical

tours to Cusco and otiier sites in Peru as well.

AMAZONIA EXPEDITIONS
800-262-9669 vvww.perujungle.com

www.peruandes.com

Mill iiiir n nil lull

-:|lli IIH|i ^;(^r:rr:i(r

aya rum!

Future Programi

Blue Creek Archaeological

Project in Belize

The Maya village of Yaxunafi

in the Yucatan, Mexico

Call 817-831-9011 or visit

www.mayaresearchprogram.org

RESEARCH PRDGRfllTl

Unforgettable
Encounters

mymTOURS
For more information on our

AUGUST 2010 WING SAFARI, visit

www.bushtr.icks.com/naturalhistorv

or caU 1-877-628-4478

(I-877-N.AT-HIST).



San Diego Natuilil History Museum
,
Field Notes

Preparedpans ofthe mamnwth maiidible (lower -jaw)from the ThomnsJefferson School of

Law site, positioned in the Museum's PukoSerrices Department's laboratory sand box.

Fossil Discoveries in

Downtown San Diego
Partn

ByN. Scott Ru^j, Collections Maimger, Fossil Invertebrates

Within the past few years, field staff firom the PaleoSer\ices Deparanent of the San

Diego Natural History Museum collected the first fossils of mammoths in downtowTi

San Diego. In the summer of2007, an eight-foot-long tusk was removed firom the future

site ofthe SaintVincent de PaulViUase high-rise at the comer of 16* and Market Streets.

&M« Diego Njchmm. History MiiSEUiM: FiEix> Motes



In December 2007, while monitoring the excavation of a bore

hole at the SDG&E Silvergate Substation near the San Diego

Bay Harbor, Field Paleontologist Pat Sena recovered a short

section of another rusk.

At the 16''' and Market project site, mammoth tossils were

found in sediments where no shell beds were found. At the

Silvergate Substation, the auger bit

that retrieved the tusk fragments

mixed sediments from different

layers together as it bored through

them. It was not possible to go into

the hole to observe the sediments,

but from street level, shell layers

including pectens were observed above and below the tusk.

Other fossils were found downtown before the mammoth fossils

were discovered. During the first few years of collecting fossils

from the many project sites within the East Village area, thousands

of fossil shell specimens were collected, most commonly from the

Pecten Bed. However, ver)' little was found in the way of vertebrate

fossils, aside from occasional small shark teeth and small lossil

elements from other fish species. Also, the fossil plates of a barnacle

species that only lives on sea turtles provided evidence that sea

turtles were present in the prehistoric Pleistocene bay as well.

On March 29, 2004, during excavation for the Metrome

housing project, a partial camel jaw was found by Excavation

Operator Jose Morales. In addition, other small vertebrate fossils,

including shark, bird, rodent bones and teeth, and an Antilocaprid

(pronghorn family) partial tooth were found by PaleoServices field

collectors within the Broadway Faunal Horizon beds.

The site of the Thomas Jefferson School of Law is located on

the same block at 1
2'"' and Island Avenue where the Metrome was

built. In Januar}' of 2009, excavation began on the project, and a

paleontologist from the Museum began to monitor the location

for fossils. In early February came the first of several incredible

discoveries: 20 feet above sea level (about 23 feet below street

level), Pat Sena discovered two tusks and a skull of a mammoth
in the southeast corner of the project site. The elements of this

spectacular fossil find were lying direcdy on top of the pecten shell

bed of the Broadway Faunal Horizon. The sediments containing

the mammoth fossil contained no shells and had eroded into the

Pecten Bed. This was the first skull of a mammoth ever found in

San Diego County. Thus, not only did we have one of the most

important vertebrate fossil discoveries ever made by the PaleoServices

Department, we also were able to document the relationship of

the deposit containing the mammoth fossils with the Pleistocene

shell deposit, well-known in downtown San Diego. Within a litde

over a year the total number of sites where fossil remains of

mammoths have been found in San Diego County increased from

10 to 13. Of the seven discoveries which included the remains of

tusks, three were found in downtown San Diego and the harbor

area to the immediate southeast.

Three weeks later, when Pat Sena informed the Paleontology

Department that grading had uncovered the bones of a large

whale, it was almost impossible to believe. In the same southeast

corner of the project site, about 10 feet below the spot where the

Of the seven discoveries which included

the remains of tusks, three were found in

downtown San Diego and the harbor area

to the immediate southeast.

mammoth bones had been excavated and collected, another

extremely important vertebrate discovery was made. According

to Dr. Tom Demere, the bones of a Gray Whale (Eschrichtius

robustus) or a very closely related ancestor were uncovered

—

including a lower jaw bone, skull fragments, shoulder blade,

and other diagnostic bones. The Paleontology Department has

collected fossil bones of a number

of other whales from Pliocene-age

deposits (about 3.5 million years

old) in San Diego Count}'. However,

the fossil whale found at the Thomas

Jefferson School of Law is the first

Pleistocene-age whale found in San

Diego County (about 0.6 million years old), and only one of a

few whale fossils from the Pleistocene in southern California.

Whereas the mammoth was carried into the environment where

the shell bed existed (probably with river sediments), the whale

was deposited on the bottom of a deep bay and was directly

incorporated into the sediments of that environment, tens of

thousands years older than the bay environment that the

mammoth remains were carried into.

With each of these fossil discoveries, almost ever)' staff member

of the Paleontology Department worked in the field to unearth

the bones, and prepare them for transport to the Museum
warehouse where they were temporarily stored before being

relocated to the Museum. With each new fossil discovery, several

days were required to plaster jacket and transport the very large

fossils from the project site, yet this was relatively quick and

efficient in relation to the total work schedule for the project.

Even though the fossil bones of the mammoth and whale have

been removed from the Thomas Jefferson School of Law job site,

a great deal of work still needs to be done in the laboratorj' to

complete the preparation of the fossils, and this work could last

the better part of a year. When completed, the fossil discoveries

made at the Thomas Jefferson School of Law will be a fantastic

addition to the San Diego Natural History Museum's

Paleontology collections.

Photos by Keskr Randall and Sarah Siren ofthe Museum's

PaleoServices Department.

San Diego Natural History Museum fieldpaleontolo^ts mapping bones at

the Thomas Jefferson School ofLaw construction site. Underneath the grid is

a tusk (upper) and atlas vertebra ofa mammoth (lotver right).

The contents of these pages are provided to Natural History by the San Diego Nacural History Museum.



LA Times Takes on the San Jacinto

Centennial Resurvey

(l-r) Mule Packer Tom Firth, Student Assistant Nick Smith-Hennau,

Photographer Myung Chun

In June, a reporter and photographer with the LA Times

accompanied Museum scientists as part of the Museum's ongoing

San Jacinto Centennial Resur\'ey project. A month later, a story

appeared in the front section of the LA Times, with corresponding

onHne coverage including a video of the journey, photos, and

more. Curator of Herpetology Bradford Hollingsworth, who
was on the expedition, had the following to say about the news

coverage and his experience with Louis Sahagun, the main writer

of the stor)':

The San Jacinto Centennial Resur\'ey has been such a

great project and I'm thrilled to see it get the needed

attention {LA Times is the fourth largest paper in the U.S.,

behind USA Today, Wall Street Journal, and New York

Times). The project really suits our core research mission.

Louis Sahagun is a true-to-life spokesperson for the

environment who has worked at the LA Times since the

1970s, starting as a copy boy and working his way up to

a newsman. In the field, the reporters had the motivation

to climb Devil's Slide Trail, up 2500 feet from the base,

plus another traverse once on top. Both carried their

own backpacks—the video reporter, Mjoing Chun, even

carried a backpack filled with heavy camera
equipment. Both had to keep up with the multiple

research groups—mist-netting birds at 5 AiM, checking

small rodent live traps at midnight, and hiking all day

to keep up with Lori Hargrove, as Lori completed

elevational transects to the summit of every major and

minor peak in the area. At the end of dav, Louis was

describing Phil Unitt, Curator of Birds and Mammals, as

the modern-da)- "Indiana Jones" and that he is the "real

deal" of modern environmental science.

To read the LA Times article and watch the video, visit

hrtp://bit.ly/rxQC7.

Help Fulfill Our Mission!

The San Diego Natural History Museum's mission is to

interpret the natural world through research, education and

exhibits; to promote understanding of the diversit}' of southern

California and the peninsula of Baja California; and to inspire in

all a respect for the environment. A gift to the Annual Fund is a

gift toward fulfilling that mission—from start to finish. Annual

Fund contributions are used to support important needs such as

critical research projects—like the San Jacinto Resurvey—or

helping thousands of students visit the Museum each year.

Your Annual Fund donation is 100% tax-deductible, which

means you are supporting the Museum in the most generous,

philanthropic way. Make a gift today online at www.sdnhm.org

or by calling 619.255.0172.

Coming soon to the

San Diego Natural History Museum:

DARWIN
EVOLUTION

I REVOLUTION

Explore the life and work of Charles Darwin, the biologist

whose re\olutionary theories on natural selection and evolution

changed the face of science fore\er. This year marks the 200^

anniversary of Darwin's birth and the 150' anniversary of

the publishing of On the Origin ofSpecies.

In addition to Darwin's own manuscripts, notebooks, letters,

artworks, and personal objects, the exhibition also contains

fossils, taxidermy mounts, and living specimens.

Bradford Hollingsworth, Ph.D., Curator of Herpetolog)- at

the San Diego Natural History Museum and Mark Wheeler,

Ph.D., Philosophy Department Chair at San Diego State

University are co-curators of the exhibition in San Diego.

The Dani'in Education Title Sponsor is The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of the Jewish

Communily Foundation. This exhibition season is sponsored by Jerome's Furniture and

Eleanor andJerry Navarra and Family.

Opens November 7, 2009

San Diego Natural History Museum: Field Notes



October Program Picks

Growing a Social Movement

to Change the Food System

Lecture with Erika Lesser, Executive Director ofSlow Food USA
When Slow Food was founded in 1989, it quickly got a

reputation for long lunches, abundant wine and a Utopian

view of gastronomy. Over the past 20 years, the organization

has grown dramatically in both size and scope, linking the

pleasure of food with a commitment to community and the

environment. Learn what Slow Food is doing in the U.S. and

around the world to move us toward a food system that is

good, clean and fair—and to a society in which food is both a

universal right and a pleasure. Part of the Museum's Sustainable

Planet: Food Lecture Series. $5 per lecture.

Tuesday, October 6; 6:30-8 PM

Close-up Flower Photography

Capture the essence of flowers with 35mm macro photography

and learn to create high-quality close-up nature images. A
tripod and a camera with interchangeable lenses (digital or film

SLR) are required. A macro lens and/or supplemental close-up

lenses or zoom lens with macro capability are also necessary to

get the full benefit from class. Member $89; Nonmember $99.

Classes: Tuesdays, October 15 and 22; 6:30-8:30 PM
Field trip: Saturday, October 17; 8 AM^ PM

Close Encounters with the Wondrous
Amazing! Stupendous! Electrifying! A cast of thousands...

of legs! Curator of Entomology Michael Wall, Ph.D., and

Research Library Director Margi Dykens join forces to bring

you the Theater ofthe Insects, a rare look behind the scenes at

the Museum's incredible insect collection, as well as rare books

about this most diverse and bizarre group of animals. Member

$25 per adult; Nonmember $33.

Tuesday, October 20; 6:30-8 PM

For more information or to registerforprograms, visit

www.sdnhm.org or call 619.255.0203 (M—F).

DPEMOBIIIIi!
bOLBY DIGITAL 3D THEATER

.*i3

Narrated by Michael Douglas, this film brings dinosaurs, their behavior and

tlieir ancient environments to life on screen as you've never seen before.

Experience spectacular animation and a live-action story that joins

renowned paleontologists from the American Museum of Natural History

as they uncover nm fossils, including the discovery of w/hat may be the

oldest dinosaur ever found in North America.

Members jfree. Included in General Admission for non-members.

In the Charmaine and Maulce Kaplan Theater

PHOTO BV;<eLIZABETH CASTILLO

We're Number One!

The San Diego Natural History Museum was voted "Best

Museum in San Diego" in a recent Union- Tribune contest. And with

this year's fabulous line up of films, exhibitions and programs, we

think we'll stay in first place in the minds and hearts of San Diegans.

May we suggest membership to the "Best Museum in San

Diego" as a perfect gift for the person or family that has everything?

A membership to the San Diego Natural History Museum not only

supports the Museum's innovative education programs, wonderful

exhibitions, and our great scientific research, but is also a gift that

keeps giving, 365 days a year! All gift memberships include a special

gift package and letter with your personal message. Give the gift of

nature today; call 619.255.0275 for more information.

P.S. Don't forget to gift yourself by renewing your membership.

The contents of these pages are provided to Natural Histon by the San Diego Natural H':
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Be one with the captivating. Be one with this Caribbean gateway to the Maya world. Be one with this

Hemisphere's largest barrier reef.As one of the last unspoiled places, you'llfeel an intimate connection

to authentic experiences in Belize. Alljust a two-hour flightfrom the U.S., in the only English-speaking

country ofCentral America. Call 800-624-0686 or visit TravelBelize.orgAiis. Andjust be, in Belize.
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